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SIR EDWARD GRAY SPEAKS
London, Nov. 27. Sir Edward Gray

SODDEN BLIZZARD

NEGRO TURNS WHITE
Chillicothe, Mo., Nov. 27. The case
of a negro who turned white is to be
reported to the National Medical society, with the hope that something
may be learned of the peculiar skin
disease which has baffled physicians
of northwest Missouri for several
years. The negro, who is dead hut
was Dudley Payne, coal black and
typically African in features.
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NEW

IMPERIAL

YORK STOCK

ARMY

EXCHANGE

lurn, .ov. 2(,-- ah
ln rease
of speculative interest characterise!
the beginning of the week in the stoi
market and with a larger demand
for the long account prices were for
ed up generally. The market showed
some signs of wavering, owing o
the effects of profit taking when the
advance was well under way but soon
TODAY'S WITNESSES
demonstrated its underlying strength
IN
PATRETIRES TO CENTER! OF NANTERSON MURDER CASE FAVty rallying. Higher prices in the GOVERNOR MULLS. CHIEF ma.
GERMAN SHIPS RECALLED
KING EXPECTING
ATTACK
London market and more cheerful
OR CAUSE OF PRISONER
TICE POPE
AND SECRETARY
27.
The German
neryn,
FROM THE REBELS.
sentiment rbroad influenced trading
cruiser Berlin and the gunboat Eb3r
JAFFA
OFFICIATE
ravorauiy. Purchase by Amalgamated
Philadelphia, Nov. 27. The steam
have been recalled from Aeadlr In
of other property
THE WOMAN BORE BRUISES ship Admiral Schley arrived here to- LAS VEGAS
Copper
helped the
IS SIDESWIPED Morocco, where they have been sta FIERCE FIGHTING
PREVAILS copier group.
day from Port Antonio and landed 44
IT WILL END THE SUSPENSE
tioned since the departure of the gunThe market advanced again in a
sailors taken off the steamship i'rlnz
boat
POLICE MATRON AND WOMEN
Panther
last
July.
DID NOT GET
loachim, which went on a coral reef THIS VICINITY
REVOLUTIONISTS
ARE BOMBARD-IN- more moderate fashion, after the rePRISONERS SAY MRS. PATTERoff Samuna Island in the West Indies
action. United States Steel assumed SINCE THE ELECTION ON NOV.
THE FULL BENEFIT OF
THE CITY FROM BOTH
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
the leadership of the list and touchSON HAD BEEN BEATEN
last Wednesday. The passengers of
EMBER 7 SEVERAL OFFICES
THE STORM
LAND AND WATER.
Chicago, Nov.
receipts
ed 65. Much of the
the Joachim had been taken off the
HAVE BEEN IN DOUBT
of
this
buying
28,000.
Market steady 10 cents lowstock was based on
day before by the steamer Seguranca
better
reputed
ers.
Beeves
SCHOOL TEACHER TESTIFIES
4.509; Texas steers AMERICAN MONEY TO HELP conditions in the trade, aside from the
IS NO HOPE FOR RESPITE
$45.70; western steers $4.407.30
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ouuiauve operations in the REPUBLICANS HAVE MAJORITY
stockers and feeders
snares. St. Paul rallied from tOD.
Kansas City, Nov. 27. Cattle,
$.90j.6l;
REFUTES CLAIM OF PROSECUTION
WEATHER
PREDICTIONS
SAY wws ana neirers ?l.805.80; calves SUPPORTERS OF PROPOSED CHI- tn
Ilia.
12,000, including 1,200 southbwu us tne pressure THAT PARTY, BESIDES
"7
THAT DEFENDANT WAS EX6.25.
NESE REPUBLIC WILL ASK
MORE
SNOW
TONIGHT
HAVING
WITH
erns; market steady, trong. Native
ceased. The Harriman group and Le- PELLED FROM SCHOOL
MANY
iiogs, receipts 48,000.
AID IN UNITED STATES.
Market 5
STATE
steers $o.258.75; southern steers
INCREASED COLD
OFFICERS, WILL
mgn valley failed to get back to their
cents lower. Lights 6.656.25; mix
ELECT
TWO
SENATORS
of
high
southern
cows
$4.006.00;
and heifthe first hour, but the
prices
ed
$5.906.45;
heavy $ti6.50:
Denver, Nov. 27. When the trial of ers $3.004.25; native cows and
tone
San
of
general
27.the
ImNov.
Francisco,
The
market was
Last night. Las Vegas was
rougn 6.'J5(ff6.15; good to choice
Mrs. Gertdude Gibson Patterson lor heifers ?2.756.50; Blockers and
perial army has withdrawn after a steady and there was a constant diSanta Fe, Nov, 2. Canvassing of
by one of the worst blizzards heavy $6.156.50; pigs $4.25ffi-,.nthe alleged murder of her husband feeders! $.T.605.7.-- ; bulls
3.25
heavy loss of men and artillery from version of speculative interest in new the official returns of the state elecin the history of New Mexico, which bulk of sales
$.106.30.
was resumed today the defendant, $4.75; calves $3.507.2.;
Lions Hill and is now centered with- quarters. Bonds were firm.
wetter came racing across the state from
tion of November 7 began
in
Sheep, receipts 32,000.
Marke' in Nanking, from a cable
sreers
Stocks were distributed on the fore- the council chamber at the today
but
traces
of
the
western :ovvs the north leaving a
composed,
showing
54.finpfi.50;
reported
snow
of
coating
Native
Capitol
by
steady.
.
.
.
.
, ,1
,
.
.
,
CiV
,.
western
)i
i
n
w.
i
i
...1.
$2.403.65;
t,.sm
ri.i.. auvauce, ana when the floor the
nervous collapse which succeeded her $3 5.
muaj Hum
ouauguai uy me uni- - """"
and ice behind. Late yesterday af- 2.403.70;
canvassing board, consisting of
yearlings $3.654.50: nese ree tress.
Satrelease from
Hogs, receipts 12,000; Maike. stea- ternoon the
yiuieasionais
in
thought they had de- Chief Justice William H. Pope, Govthe west became Iambs, native
sky
western
3.505.65;
The Chinese six companies here tected the source of the
urday, was in court. It was feared dy to 5 cents lower. Hulk of
overcast with heavy clouds and a $3.50g5.60.
selling they ernor William J. Mills and Territorial
received a message today from Wu offered the principal Issues
that her condition might render it $5.856.40;
$6. 36
heavy
15, strong wind came from the north.
rather Secretary Nathan Jaffa. Because
Han Mon, revolutionary governor of freely.
impossible to proceed with the case packers and butchers $6.25!.4i- The vanguard of the storm struck
several or the officers are still in
Canton, approving their proposal to
at this time.
lights 5.556.25; pigs $4.005.25: Las
Union Pacific, Reading, Canadian doubt on the unofficial
returns, and
Vegas shortly after 8 o'clock and
iaise $2,000,000 among the Chinese in Pacific and United
Rose Gard and Ida Kelly, two
oneep, receipts 7,000. Market stea- the
States Steel sold becjause of the various rumors of
thermometer dropped to 18 de
America for the republican govern a point below the
prisoners, were called by the de- dy. Muttons $2.753.50; Iambs 14$ grees, where it remained
lowest.
Lehigh contests, the hall was crowded with
during the
ment. This money will be subscribed
fense, and stated that they saw a 5.50; range wethers and yearlings greater
Valley reacted a point below Satur- candidates and each of the two cenof the night.
part
by secret societies.
bruise on Mrs. Patterson cheek, where 34.50; range ewes $23.75.
day's closing. Third Avenue touched tral committees had an array of emiThis drop in temperature and the
the latter says her husband struck
the lowest figure yet reached. nent legal talent present. The first
change in the wind saved Las Vegas
Rebels Get a Reverse.
was dull during the after day was devoted to
her on the day of the shooting, when
Speculation
a full sweep of the storm, which
sorting the offiPeking, China, Nov. 27. A dispatch and the
Mrs. Patterson was brought to the SPEAKER CLARK IS
afternoon
and
cial
returns
the
wac
600 and more
close
from
the
reached into the western part of the
received at the legations here says
weak.
Jail. On
Miss Kelprecincts and breaking the seals. It
that the imperial troops have cap
state, and this morninr the snow
ly stated that she had talked with
may take two weeks to complete the
BACK IN WASHINGTON registered only .75 inches. The thertured Han Yang and that the rebels
Hiss Gard about their impending
count.
are fleeing, mostly to Wu Chang.
mometer did not go above 22 degrees
GOMEZ HEAD OF THE
On the face of the unofficial rebut Miss Gard declared the
to
up
noon, and although the snow
turns the governor, lieutenant goverDECLARES HE NEVER ADVOCAT. in the bright sun melted
contrary.
on
Run.
Imperials
the
it
rapidly,
Willis V. Elliott, the district atED FORCIBLE ANNEXATION
NEW REVOLUTION nor, one congressman, secretary of
Shanghai, China, Nov. 27 Fierce
remain. 'd In sheltered ilnees thrfliitrh- state, state treasurer and one corpotorney, who acted for Mrs. Patterson
OF CANADA
where
fighting continues at
out the day. The storm on the north
the iebels have captured the Tahcinij-me- n
ration commissioner will he demo
in her divorce proceedings, and for
hroke down many of the telephone
Gate and hold all the defenses in DEFEATED CANDIDATE FOR VICE cratic; one congressman, the state
that reason turned the prosecution ot
Nlov.
27. Speaker and telegraph wires and made cot.
Washington,
PRESIDENT IS STIRRING UP
that
part of the city. They aro now
auditor, the attorney general, superbis client over to Horace G. Benson, Champ Clark, after nine weeks
of munication into Las Vegas irregular
TROUBLE FOR MADERO.
Petchekiao
intendent of public instruction, comfort from
bambarding
was the next witness.
speakdng and lecturing in 19 states,
Trainmen coming in from the north
Herewith is reproduced the
both land and water. It is anticipated
missioner of public lands, two corpoAt the time he drew up Mrs. Pat- returned to Washington today and report . heavy snows and a telegram ness of a little
of
messenger
Austin, Teaxs, Nov. 27. Informa- ration
that the whole city will soon be in
commissioners, and two of the
terson's complaint against her hus- began conferences with other leaders from Santa Fe states that the Capi cheer who will travel, in
tion which causes State Adjutant Gencompany their hands.
three supreme court judges will be
band, Mr. Elliott declared that the over the work of congress which tal City is buried under one of the with Santa Claus, all over this broad
eral Hutchings to believe that General
while the third suformer bore evidence of assault in opens next Monday. Mr. Clark said heaviest snows in years. Damage to land during the holiday season. To
Reyes had been used In Texas to di- republicans,
preme court justice will be a progresbruises on her face and neck, and the coming session would be lonjr, to the cattle on the ranges south and those in health he will
vert
attention from the real impend- sive
bring the re- WITT WINS TIEDMAN
republican. Of the eight district
abrasions of the skin. Cross examin- exceedingly busy and important.
west of Las Vegas is reported and minder of those who are
ing Mexican revolution, today was
suffering
I
four will be republican, one
K
judges,
"And
laid before Governor Colquitt.
ation was perfunctory.
uu mo quicker we get down to the trains from both the north and from the ravages of the
Gengreat white
progressive
TROPHY IN AN E. M. F. eral Hutchings said he secured this
republican and three
Pailice Matron Mary J. Pate testi hard work the better for us and the south are late. The message from plague, a reminder which will be
the
information from the interior of Mex- democrats, and of the district attorSanta Fe states the snow has drifted direct cause of increased comfort and
fled that Mrs. Patterson's left cheek country," he remarked.
ico and that he believed that it neys, five are republicans and three
Mr. Clark said tariff revision would to a depth of several feet though the better medical attendance
was swollen on the day she wtis
for those MAKES FAST TIME
68
MILES
OF
showed
revolution is being planned in democrats. Of the state senate, 15
Mrs.
Nettie be the great issue of the next cam- storm was accompanied by but little sufferers who are in straitened cir
brought to the jail.
AN HOUR; MULFORD WINS
Mexico
and that Its leader is Fran- are republicans, two progressive re.
wind.
He
to
declared
noon
stated
that paign.
White, upon being sworn,
the assault on him
Up
the snow was still cumstances. To the sick he will come
VANDERBILT
CUP.
cisco
of the
Vasquez Gomez, former vice publicans, seven democrats;
she had witnessed an assault by Pat- regarding Canadian annexation was a falling in Santa Fe county and other as a reminder that the
spirit of love
house, 30 members are republicans,
candidate.
presidential
on
terson
mountain districts and even greater is abroad in the land and that
his wife in the streets of misrepresentation
"for political
they
three progressive republicans and 16
Savannah, Ga., Nov. 27. Franu
this city last July.
general and personal" and said damage than already reported is pro have not been forgotten.
an
E.
won
Witt,
democrats.
at.
F.
driving
"30,"'
Mrs. G. A. Jones, who lived near he had never even hinted at such phesied. The weather report for to
The little messenger's name is the Tledman
The election of two stand-pa- t
Trophy race of 171.40 SIX TALESMEN EXCUSED
senthe Patterson bungalow, testified to "a wicked and quixotic scheme" as morrow predicts more snow in the Red Cross Stamp. Not a pretentious miles
in $176: : 19, average 68.35.
ators
today
is assured and William H. Anoverhearing portions of a quarrel be- forcible annexation. "I never dream-e- western part of the state and a drop name, but one which instinctiveiv Bobert Evans, second, and Jack Tow
IN THIRTY MINUTES drews, present delegate in congress,
of such a thing and would oppose in temperature.
tween Patterson and the defendant
The storm was also warms the heart and makes one er, third, also drove m. m. F. cars.
claims to have the majority of both
prevalent in the southern part of know the little messenger
last September nine days before the. it to the utmost," he concluded.
The Savannah challenge trophy
i3 a
houses pledged to him. The only
Colorado where considerable
homicide. Patterson's last worda on
damage friend. He can be found after Decem- race of 222.82 miles, went to Hugh EFFORTS TO COMPLETE A JURY changes that the official
canvass may
"
was
done.
You! I'll
this occasion were:
ber 1 in many of the stores and shept Hughes, in a Mercer; time 195:37,
IN M'NAMARA CASE STILL
maike, is in one of the supreme court
MAKES "FIRST ROUND
kill you."
of Las Vegas. His services may be average
68.35
miles.
UNAVAILING.
Heineman,
judges, in one state senator, in one
SERIOUS FOREST FIRES
Fred Farnham, who married Mr?.
obtained for a ridiculously small fee Marmon, was second, time 201:41.
district
and in the superintenda
Santa
Calif..
Leono-Monica,
Nov. 27. Joe In addition to being useful Mr. R. C.
Patterson's sister, and Mrs.
The Vanderbilt cup race of 291.38
Las Angeles, Nov. 27. Six tales- ent of judge
TRIP OF U. S. TRAILS" Anchor, a
public instruction, the pluralirancher, his wife and four Stamp is also highly ornamental. He miles was won by Ralph K. Mulford, men were examined and excused in
Nehf, who was a neighbor of the
ties in those cases ranging from two
children, are believed to have perish- also has the happy faculty of "stickr Lozier, in 236:00.67. De Palma, Mer- the first 30 minutes of the McNanama
Pattersons in 1910, testified that Pat
to 60 votes. A total of 60,000 votes
terson was in the habit of carrying a THOMAS W. WILBY, WHO PASSED ed and many beautiful summer homes
Another tolr was
and is sure to remain cedes, was second, and Wishart, Mer- murder trial today.
cast, the socialists
will
be destroyed, in a forest fire in 'on the job" when once his
having
third.
taken by illness was paid in the rerevolver.
THROUGH
HERE SOME TIME
services cedes,
beaten former records by casting alV.
lease
Topango
of
J.
canyon. Several hundred are enlisted. As a guardian of ChristCharles H. Pugh, principal at fhe
Houuser, who was hurt most
AGO, REACHES ST. LOUIS
2,000 votes.
In an attack last spring and has not
persons are making their
school at Sandoval, 111., from which
CALL ISSUED TO DR. LIKNITZ
way mas packages he is a veritable bull
the
almost impassable trails dog and will see that
Prosecutor Benson asked Mrs. Pat
Judge Walter
St. Louis, Nov. 27. Nearing the through
At a meeting ot the members of entirely recovered.
they are deliv
terson if she had not been expelled end of what he calls the "first auto- and are suffering greatly on the
erea saieiy ana in good time. He Congregation Montefiore, which was Bordwell assisted in the work of get- SOCIALIST
MAYOR
trek over Calabasas peak to the also will make those
ting a jury.
was placed on the stand and declared mobile round trip of the national
mysterious bun held yesterday afternoon In the tem"Do
to
wish
you
San
Fernando
mis
challenge
Wild animals dies appear much more
that in the 16 years he had been at trails of the United States" Thomas
valley.
holidaylike, as ple, a unanimous call was issued to man?" he asked
Attorney LeCampte
Rev. Dr. David Liknitz, of LeavenTO DE IMPEACHED
the head of the school attended b W. Wilby, special agent of the office are being driven to the seashore, by he is dressed in attractive colors
Davis of the defense, in the midst of
Kan.
Dr.
Liknitz
conducted
Gertrude Gibson when she was about of good roads, Washington, D. C, has the flames, many of them severely
worth,
a
of
Being
kindly disposition and
the examination of Calvin D. Collins,
13 years pf age, he had never expell
arrived here, with Mrs. Wilby and a burned. Deer no longer shun men desirous of doing as much good as he the regular weekly services in the whom
the judge held has disqualified MILWAUKEE OFFICIAL CHARGED
but
seek their protection from the possibly can Mr. R. C.
ed anybody.
Friday evening and made such
chauffeur. The return is being made
Stamp has temple
himself by his answers.
fire.
a
WITH IRREGULARITIES IN REhte
hearers
good
impression upon
by the southern route, whlqh, between
signed a contract with the New Mex
"Yes," said Davis, and Collins was
GARD TO ASSESSMENT
ico Society for the Prevention of Tu that the congregation decided to of- excused.
Santa Fe, N. M., and Independence,
CUT OFF LEGS WITH KNIFE
Mo., is the old Santa Fe Trail. Durberculosis. The money derived from fer him the pastorate of the temple,
DESPERATE CONVICT
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 27. The imHelena, Mont., Nov. 27. An exhibi- his services will be utilized for the which has been vacant since the
ing the trip Mr. Wilby laid out a.
CHARLES J. ATKIN DEAD
of Dr. J. S. Raisin. Dr. Likpeachment of Mayor Seidel, City
transcontinental highway from New tion of iron nerve failed to save the work of stamping out the great
Charles J. Atkin of St. Louis. Mo.,
nitz is under contract to remain with
MAKES HIS ESCAPE York to San Francisco
Clerk Carl D. Thompson and City Atvia Chicago, life of H. E. Ekleberry, a Northern wnue piague.
A large percentage the
died Saturday night at the Las Vegas
two
Leavenworth
for
congregation
Daniel W. Hoan for alleged
torney
Pacific
will
Reno.
be
used right here in New Mex- more
brakeman, after he had been
Cheyenne and
They will reyears. However, if he can se- hospital after a long illness. Mr. and malfeasance, and nonfeasance in ofrun
over
sume
east
their
his
while
tomorrow.
train
a
ico,
at
small
by
Mrs.
amount
will
Timber
Atkin
sou
and
Big
trip
go to cure his release he may came to Las
Charles, Jr., ar fice in
JUAN SABEDRA, BADLY WOUND
connection with the 1911 tax
He was adjusting
yeslterday.
ths the National Red Cross society for Vegas, although he has not made any rived In Las Vegas from their home
ED, DISAPPEARS
FROM A
is asked by Alderman J:
assessment,
at the rear of the train when it use in its fight against tuberculosis.
in
FOR BOUNTY.
lights
APPLIES
Missouri
last Tuesday, coming here
CARLSBAD HOSPITAL
promises to the local congregation.
in the hope that the sunny climate of J. Carney in charges submitted to
Dr. F. T. B. Fest of the New Mex Dr. Liknitz is an able
George Havalond today applied at was backed over him, his legs being
and
the common council today.
the court house fo ?4 as bounty on crushed to a pulp. While waiting for ioo Society for the Study and Preven- doubtless would be well speaker
liked in Las New Mexico woulu be beneficial to
Nov. 27 A two
Albuqufcrque, N. M
coyotes killed by him recently workmen to procure jacks with which tion of Tuberculosis has charge cf Vegas should he decide to come here. Mr. Atkin, but he continued to sink
19 CARDINALS CONFIRMED
telegram to the Herald, this morning near Shoemaker, tl. E. Hannan of to lift the cars from
rapidly and died at 10:65 o'clock Sathis mangled Mr. Stamp's engagements in Las Vestates that Juan Sabedra, an escaped Las Vegas also
Rome, Nov. 27. Obedient to a
applied for $2 as legs, Ekleberry with his pocket knife, gas. He is making arrangements to
urday night. Mr. Atkin, was 32 years
convict, wounded in a fight with Con bounty on one coyote.
of age, and the nephew of Mrs. Henry summons from Pope Pius X, the carcut away the members. He died a have Mr. Stamp at instant command
AXELSON'S
TEAM
stable Gordon of Eddy county, has
Smith of this city. He is survived by dinals of Rome assembled in a secret
few hours after.
at many of the local stores. During Chicago,
27. Interesting
Nov.
escaped from the hospital at Carlshis wife and child. At the time his consistory today and confirmed tb
your
do
not among the
holiday shopping trips
football eleven health broke down
bad. Ho had undergone an operation
he was in the em- papal nomination ot 19 new member
LODGE TO GIVE DANCE.
fail to engage Mr. Stamp's services selected by
sporting authorities are ploy of the St Louis office of the in the
for a wound and was so weak it was
The Las Vegas lodge of B'Nai
college of cardinals.
Mr. and Mrs.
and
let
him
tax Nordhaus and
help deliver your Christ- there men and Iowa and Illinois, each Missouri Pacific.
not believed a guard was necessary. B'Rith wil give a dance
He was a member
Wednesday baby returned this afternoon from a mas presents. By doing so you will elevens, selected
by G. W. Alexon of of the Royal Arcanum. Accompanied
He climbed out of a window and has night in the Fraternal Brotherhood
BUTTER ADVANCES
short trip to Albuquerque and Santa be helping along a worthy cause and Chicago, a member
of the commis by Mrs. Atkin am? child the
not Iv, n found. Sabedra escaped at hall to which all of the members and Fe.
Elgin, 111., Nov. 27.
body
otter steady
were accompanied by assisting in making this- - good old sion, to have
They
6 o'clock
charge of the next year's was sent to St Louis yesterday after- at 35 cents, an advance
their friends are invited.
Saturday evening.
of 2 cents;
Charles Ilfeld.
world a better place in which to live. Olympic games.
noon by J- - C. Johnwn ft Son.
output 641,800 pounds.

SOME STRONG

POINTS

loretgn secretary, delivered his anx
iously awaited speech on the inter
national political situation in the
house of commons today. He decla
ed that
the statement of Herr
Von Kiderlen-Waeehtethe German
foreign secretary, is inocmplete and
therefore it was not neoessary for
him to make a fuller statement of the
AND
part taken by the British foreign of- HEAVY SNOWFALL
DROP
fice Before the house of commons.
IN
TEMPERATURE COME
WITHOUT WARNING
JOACHIM'S CREW LANDED

MAKES STATE
SHIVER

OFFICIAL

IS WITHDRAWN

COUNT

WAS BEGUN

IN HASTE

TODAV
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side-swipe- d

0:

-

n
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Little Messenger
of Good Cheer

2,

i

d

-

ALL-STA-
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all-st-

R

TWO

Attractive

MOUNTAINAIR

IS

"THERE WITH

Vat.

An effective centerpiece for the
breakfast table la a flower vase of
CALENDAR OF 8P0RT8
wood brown bamboo.
They come In
FOR THE WEEK
a variety of shapes. Inside are sheet
iron or metal receptacles to hold the
Mot anv flower shows to
Monday.
advantage against the dull brown of
National class B amateur billiard tne bamboo.
Many of these vases
championship tournament opens in are loosely woven and dull red or
New York.
green pottery peers through the inter-

''''''! ..i,,

GOODS"

Old Olory sale of trotters and
Madison Square Gar8HIP8 OUT A QUARTER OF A pacers opens in
York.
New
den,
MILLION POUNDS OF BEAN8
Maryland and District of Columbia
OF THI8 YEAR'S CROP
field trials begin at Laurel, Md.
Annual trials of Continental Field
Mountainair, N. Mt, Nov, 27
Trial club begin at Waynesboro, Ga.

stices. They may be found in any
oriental store.

FOR THE CHILDREN

OUR

ALSO FOB SHOWN PERSON

SAFE

QUICK

NO OPIAT68

FOLEY'S

.

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

HONEY and TAR

THANKSGIVING SALE

COMPOUND

CLOSES WEDNESDAY EVENING

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into ukuuk, bkunuhitis, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality.
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold,
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Croat Drug Co

Advantage of High Living.
Medical scientists have arrived at
the conclusion, after various experiments, that the blood of persons livaltitude is much richer
Mountalnair has already shipped more
Vanderbilt cup races under auspices ing at a high
than 300,000 pounds of beans this of Savannah Automobile club. Savan- and therefore much more capable of
FOR DENEEN AND CULLOM.
resisting disease germs than the
season, and has many yet to ship. nah.
111.,
Nov. 27. The reSpringfield,
sea
near
blood of persons living
The land is being planted to rye or
Jack O'Brien vs. Harry Ramsey, six leveL They also claim that lack of publican State Editorial association
wheat for the winter, and will later rounds, at Philadelphia.
oxygen in the atmosphere at a great met for a two days' sesion here today
he used for other crops. Says the
Eddie McGoorty vs. Jimmy Howard, height is the cause of mountain sick- with a large attendance of the men
ness.
who work with pen and brain the
Messenger:
10 rounds, at Pond du Lac, Wlc.
"Other sections of the country may-year around to keep the republican
Knockout Brown vs. Bert Keyes, 15
boast of their "one crop" production rounds at New Haven, Conn.
party in Illinois in a flourishing
Easily Satisfied.
The purpose of the meetig
and feel their oats and a swelling of
There Is a bachelor who says that
Tuesday.
is to consider the political outlook.
the heart hut it opens their eyes to Willie Hoppe vs. George Sutton, foi all he should ask in a wife would be
see that Mountalnair has a choice of 18.2 balkline billiard title, at New a good temper, health, good under- The association favors the
standing, agreable physiognomy, fig- of Governor Deneen and Senator Cui-lothree or four staple crops, not in- York.
ure, good complexion, domestic habits,
10
to their .respective offices, but
.
Willie Lewis vs. Mike Gibbons,
cluding the
resources of amusement, good spirits, should Governor Deneen announce his
York.
New
at
"While the farmers have done well rounds,
conversational talents, elegant manMike (Twin) Sullivan vs. Paddy ners
on beans this year, and local money
The unreasonable ras- candidacy for the senate it is likely
money!
O.
at
10
Cleveland,
rounds,
Lavin,
cal!
Isn't there anything more he that a factional split among the ediis reasonably plentiful, they do not
tors will prevent the Indorsement of
Wednesday.
an think of 7
claim by any means that beans 1b the
l
Al
vs.
either Deneon or Cullom.
Palzer,
Tom
Kennedy
only or principal product. Par from
at
Brooklyn.
rounds,
Futile Arguments.
It Two years ago there were potato Jack Dillon vs. Frank Klaus, iz
FIELD TRIALS BEGIN.
There was once an orator, Themls- crops here which made some of the
Md., Nov. 27. The MaryLaurel,
rounds, at Pittsburg.
tocles, and as be reasoned a (joionei land and District of Columbia's ninth
planters from $500 to $4,000, and this
a
vs.
KItson,
Coulon
George
nurieo
audience
the
in
Johnny
Boanerges
year a goodly number of farmers 10
stone at the speaker. He took it up annual field trials began on the prerounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
made big money on wheat. The whole
,
serves near here today with an entry
Johnny Kllbane vs. Patsy Brannl-gan- and showed it to the audience with
country would have gotten rich from
list of scores of fine dogs, each one
"A
O.
remark:
argument,
the
weighty
at
12 rounds,
Youngstown,
last year's wheat crop here If they
but not convincing," and the argu- the product of years of careful breedThursday.
some are like the stone of ing and training. The meet will conhad planted heavily. Charles Lorey,
Grand prize road race under aus ments of
in the crowd.
fellow
the
G.
P.
F.
Louis
tinue through the greater part of the
J.
Leroy,
Carver,
pices of Savannah Automobile cluo,
week.
The principal events on the
Sam R. Edwards and others Savannah.
made good wheat crops and are getprogram are the open, all age, memBad Little Girl.
Annual field trials of the Delaware
"Who is a bad little girl?" said a bers' all age and the open derby.
ting in hundreds of acres of winter Setter and Pointer club.
to a we thing
of ours
friend
wheat
Opening of a 30 days' race meeting In frock and playfully Just now. 1
pantalets,
There are so many good money in Columbus, S. C.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
am a bad girl," was the naive reply.
crops to which the soil and climate
Opening of the annual winter race 'Oh. no, you are not a bad little girl! Your druggist will refund money if
here are known to be peculiarly meeting at Juarez, Mexico.
'Yeth I am," persisted the little one. PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
Open championship tournament of "Then tell me why you are a bad case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
adapted that It is really difficult to
specialize or to attempt comparisons. the Southern Golf association begins girl." "Becauthe I'm a boy!"
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
iwered the wee rascal.
Quotations of bean shipments were: at Memphis.
Ad Wolgast vs. Freddie Welsh, 2)
W. R. Orme, 100,000 pounds; R. D.
THISTLES IN DRY COUNTRY
Stevenson,
pounds; W. M. Mc- rounds, at Los Angeles.
Cause of Rust Spots.
Mur
vs.
Tommy
Packey McFarland
Coy and Co., 70,000 pounds; J. J.
Many rust spots on clothes are Extent to Which This Pest Prevails
caused by bits of soap adhering to
phy, 20 rounds, at San Francisco.
White, estimated, 60,000 pounds.
Is Positively Alarming Farmers
Football: Pennsylvania vs. Cornell the latter when they come in con
9
"Besides the above, some smaller
Should Fight It
Carlisle vs. Brown, tact with the bluing water. Avoid
shipments are noted on the register at Philadelphia;
vs. Dickin- having these unsightly marks by cut
The extent to which this pest pre
of Station MJastet) Hunt: (Harry iMat at Providence; Lafayette
son at Easton, Pa.; Syracuse vs. St. ting the soap into small pieces and vails in dry areas Is positively alarmu.
w.
8
IV
the
sacus;
in a salt bag kept for
sacKs;
isaca,
lies,
Louis University, at St. Louis; Ohio tie them
ing. Where grain crops are grown
Lee Briggs, 5 sacks, and H. P. Matpurpose.
every year, the thistles come in and
at
Cincinnati;
vs.
Cincinnati,
State
thews, 26 sacks.
take possession of the crop in a dry
Western Reserve vs. Case, at Cleve"Mountainair valley and table lands
year. The possession is so complete
Worm.
Favorite
at
Her
vs.
Butler
Rose
Polytechnic,
land;
in many Instances and the thistles
will be one immense wheat and rye
walk
the
came
up
running
Dorothy
Indianapolis; Idaho vs. Utah, at Salt
bo closely that they cannot make
extendgrow
hand
field by Christmas.
her
If the middle Lake
one morning
baby
City; Oregon A. C. vs. Whitman ed and
a huge brown a rank growth. They not only smother
on
the
palm
west knew what soil, crops and cli at Walla
tiny
other
Walla; Washington State vs. and black caterpillar.
"Just look the grain, but they crowd each cannot
mate w have here at Mountalnair
University of Washington, at Seattle; what I've found, Mrs. H
," she ex- to such an extent that they
the federal army couldn't keep the Oregon vs. Multomah A. C., at Porteven possibly make a strong growth. In
"I never
claimed, joyously.
homeseekers out of this country."
some areas this Is, true of whole
Savanvs.
at
favorite
is
Auburn,
my
land; Georgia
looked for it, but this
fields
and of every field in which grain
"
Birmworm !
nah; Alabama vs. Davidson at
is grown in a dry year such as the
TANGLE MAY SAVE NEGRO
at
vs.
Vanderbilt
Sewanee,
ingham;
present, says a writer In the Dakota
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 27.
Nashville; Virginia vs. North CaroWool of Abyssinia.
Farmer. I speak not from hearsay,
Vegetable
The criminal court of appeals which lina, at Richmond;
Tennessee vs.
A variety of cotton referred to by but from observation.
convened today for its November Kentucky, at Lexington; Louisiana vs. the ancients
who visited Abyssinia al
What is to be done to meet the
term is expected to make some final Arkansas, at Little Rock; Clemson vs. "vegetable wool" is still grown there. evil? Of course where every farm
,
disposition of the case of "Kid"
Georgia Tech, at Atlanta; Mercer vs. The methods employed by the natives grows Russian thistles in an unfenced
which has bothered the Oklahoma Howard, at Macon, Ga.; Georgetown in cultivating, spinning and weaving country, it will be impossible to keep
are most primitive, and have been lit- any farm absolutely free from the
authorities for several years. Kelley vs. Lehigh, at Georgetown, D. C
thistles. It should be possible, howtle improved in hundreds of years.
a negro, was convicted of the murder Texas vs. Oklahoma, at Austin.
ever, to prevent them from doing
of another
near
negro
Tishomingo
Friday.
great damage.
eight years ago and ever since he has
A Logical Conclusion.
will remove
Opening of annual show of the Top
The summer-fallobad
a
to
out
been waiting
find
whether he Spaniel club of America, New Yorl
Poor little Jamie had caught
the surface soli for the time
from
them
should be hanged by the United
cold and his fevered Joints were un. being, providing the work is thorough,
Saturday.
"I
States or the state. His case was
Annual bowling tournament of the pleasantly stiff in consequence.
but of course they may roll over the
somebody land and strew seed on it the followpending in the Indian Territory courts Middle West association opens in think," he sighed, "that the
water
must have put starch into
to Des Moines.
when Oklahoma was admitted
ing autumn or winter.
bath."
of
my
Land may be plowed Immediately
statehood. An effort was made to
vs.
Buck
Brown
Crouse,
Knockout
when
the grain Is removed. This will
get the case into the United States six rounds, at Pittsburg.
much seed from maturing
prevent
Uses for Salt.
circuit court of appeals, but that
would otherwise mature, and it
that
will
on
the
rubbed
salt
A
cups
little
court refused to take jurisdiction. So
from being
BILLIARD TOURNAMENT.
take off tea stains. Use salt and will prevent the plantsthe wind. The
did the criminal court of appeals of
elsewhere
carried
by
willow
Apfurniture.
New York, Nov. 27. With an entry water to clean
Oklahoma. Recently the attorney genlies in the difficulty
with a brush and rub dry. A objection to thisthis work at such a
eral decided the state had no Juris- list which comprises a number of tli ply
found in doing
whiteInto
of
salt
small
put
time.
diction and the negro was released leading amateur billiard players of wash quantity
will make it stick better.
anWinter rye may be profitably grown
from custody. But as the case is still the United States, the eleventh
na
the
tournament
to
decide
on
nual
such land. Preparing the land for
will
on the criminal court docket it
chamAttractive.
18.2
amateur
Make
line
To
balk
tional
Religion
rye will be hard on the thistles. The
be taken up and disposed of at the
wish I knew some way to make following spring the rye may be har"I
Maurice
at
opens
tonight
pionship
present term.
to the mass- rowed two or three times. This will be
Daly's acamedy in this city. The religion more attractivea
of hard on the thistles and good for the
have
Sot
es."
description
"Why
tournament Is the first of five big
SOUTH DAKOTA TEACHERS
of these men rye. If winter wheat can be successone
written
heaven
by
NaPierre, S. D., Nov. 27. The teach- championship affairs which the
who write descriptions of summer re fully grown, similar results may be
of
Amateur
tional
association
Players
made to follow.
ers of the state captured Pierre today
sorts for the railroads?"
and will remain in possession of the has mapped out for the present winGrowing a crop of corn and caring
ter.
headed
The
list
is
by
for
it properly will go far toward
enry
'.s
city until Thursday. The occasion
Subterranean Aquatic Life.
cleaning a piece of land thus infested
the annual convention of the South Charles E. White, the present holder
The French Academy of Science In a single season. Some of the seeds
Dakota Educational association. Gov of the championship title. Other en- has been asked to utilize a subtermay live over until the spring, but the
ra
are
well
because
who
known
ernor Vessey and Mayor Stephens de trap
ranean river at Lot for the study of seeds of Russian thistles seldom live
livered addresses of welcome at the of their participation in former tour- aquatic animals for many generations more than two years.
Much may also be accomplished by
opening session this afternoon. Su naments are George Clark, Mark out of the reach of sunlight.
C. Beck, C. E. Conway,
harrowing spring grain. The grain
perintendent Layman of Yankton re Nuldaur, Dr.
M. Millette and Claude Lewis. Two
may be harrowed two to four times
sponded for the visitors and Presi J.
The Sweet Thing.
Hed-doare
this
newcomers
Charles
with much profit to the grain and with
year
an
dent C. E. Swanson delivered his
Clara He says he thinks I am the great injury to the thistles. It Is not
of Dowaglac, Mich., and Walter
The association will
nual address.
him
I
ask
nicest girl In town. Shall
the purpose In this paper to discuss
Leonard of Scranton, Pa.
elect officers tomorrow.
to call? Sarah No, dear; let him the exact methods of harrowing. This
keep on thinking so. Town Topics.
is a very effective way of destroying
these plants. If all farmers were to
The reason a woman has a good
AUTO RACES AT SAVANNAH.
fight the pest as outlined, it would
Confidence.
can
Misplaced
think
so
temper la
hep husband
cease to be seriously harmful.
Savannah.jGa., Nov. 27. With pub
man
in
unfaithful
an
in
Confidence
he has it
lie buildings and business houses time of trouble Is like a broken tooth
gayly decorated with flags and colors, and a foot out of joint. Proverbs of
Savannah today welcomed the thous Solomon, 25:19.
ands of visitors gathered here for
A Reliable Remedy
what promises to be the greatest
Has Been Done.
FOR
automobile race meet ever pulled off
A man who has no music in his
in America. On the grand prize course soul may get rich
CATARRH
writing popular
during the early morning hours driv songs.
XA
ers whose daring and skill have given
Ely's Cream Balm
them international reputation were
It quickly absorbed.
Power of One Word.
Gives Relief al Once.
running their cars at top speed in
A word is a little thing, yet one
It cleanses, soothes,
the final tryout for the great races of word has been many a man's destiny
heals and protects
week. Four big events are on the for good or for evil.
the
diseased
the
mem
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives program, beginning this afternoon
sway aCold in the Head quickly. Restores with the seventh annual renewal of
Too Bad.
the Senses of Tnte and rAmelL Full size the Vanderbilt Cup contest and end
60 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
a good deed has been spoiled
Many
V
ing Thanksgiving day with the grand by being done at the wrong time.
tireani Mai- -i tor ue in atomizers 7o cts.
IN
Elv Brothers, 56 Wn-- en Street, New Vork. prize races.

Until then, our entire line of Women's new and stylish

SUITS, SILK and VELVET DRESSES, SKIRTS
and MILLINERY
at very attractive prices.

All
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
qnly in making the goods right, but in advertising, which

will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods
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PRIVATE CONSISTORY
IS HELD.
Rome, Nov. 27. This morning, 'n
the hall of consistory, near tilt famous Sistine Chapel, there was hold

the first or privaate consistory lor
the creation of the seventeen new
cardinals recently chosen by the
The public consistory, which
pope.
in the grand ceremonial attending the
installation of new members of the
Sacred college, is set for next fh in-da- y
and will take place either In the
Sistine Chapel or in St. Peter's.
The ceremony today was of the
usual simple but impressive character. The cardinals designate Including the three Americans who have
been honored with the red hat, Archbishop Farley of New York, Archbishop O'Connell of Boston aftd Mgr
Falconty the apostolicf delegate ait
Washington assembled in the Hal!
oi Consistory to receive the congratulations of the older members of iho
Sacred College and to await the coming of the Pontiff, who was to form- ollv nrnrlalm them nHnrefl rtf ihri
church.
The Pope read an address m Latin,
after which he asked the assembly In
the formula sanctioned by the usage
of four centuries: "What think yr-?The cardinals arose, removed tht-izucchettos, or skull caps, and lowed
assent, after which the pope crorcod
the new cardinals, "oy the
of Almighty God, of the blessed apos-t!es- ,
Peter and Paul, and of ojr own''
In virtue of his association with the
Sacred College, the pope performed
the ceremony of "sealing the llps"
of each of the new cardinals, to impress upon him the necessity of prudence in the management of ecclesiastical affairs, and as a symbolic
trial before being invested with the
active and passive voice or the voice
which can elect a pope or can speak
with the authority of St. Peter as his
successor. At the conclusion of the
ceremony the junior cardinal deacon
rang a bell and the pope unsealed the
"

r

lips, saying in Latin: "We open your
mouths that in consistories, congrega
tions and other ecclesiastical functions ye may be able to speak your
opinion. In the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost; Ames.
To all who saw him today Pope
Pius appeared to have made gooa
recovery from his recent serious ill
ness. Nevertheless it is regarded as
a fact of much significance that he is
setting his house in order. The creation of seventeen cardinals at this
consistory brings the Sacred College
to within six of Its full complement.
This condition is rare and not in
years has the college of cardinals
been so full.
Besides the three American prelates, several interesting personages
were among those promoted today.
Foremost among these is the new cardinal appointed for Great Britian,
Archbishop Bourne of Westminster,
who is looked upon as a worthy successor to Wiseman, Newman, Manning and Vaughn. Another of the
new members is Mgr. Bisletl, the papal major domo, who is well known
to thousands of Americans who have
visited Rome. Among the others promoted are the archbishop of Paris
and the nuncio at Madrid, the archbishops of Valladolid, Olmuetz and
Chamberry, and the three Roman prelates, Mgr. Lugari, Mgr. Pompeii and
Mgr. Vanrossum.

ST. LOUIS POULTRY SHOW.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 27. The annual show of the St. Louis Poultry,

Pigeon and Pet Stock association
opened in the Coliseum today and will
continue until the end of the week.
Thousands of birds, prize winners
from Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky,
Iowa, Arkansas and Kansas are on
exhibition, and the judges declare tho
quality has never been eclipsed. Tfce
display of turkeys is exceptionally
fine.

YOU RI8K NO MONEY

Our Reputation and Money Are Back
of This Offer.

We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, If our remedy fails
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You are
not obliged to us In any way whatever, if you accept our offer. Could
anything be more fair to you
Io
there any reason why you should hesitate to put our claims to a practical test?
A most scientific, common-senstreatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten Hire candy. They are vev
pronounced, gentle and pleasant In
ac'lon, and particularly agreeable in
every way. They do not cause diarrhoea, nausea, flatulence, griping, or
other inconvenience. Rexall Orderlies are particularly good for children,
aged and delicate persons.
EDUCATORS TO ASSEMBLE.
We urge you to try Rexall OrderHouston, Texas, Nov. 27 A most lies at our risk. Three slaes, 10c, 25e,
important meeting of the educational and 50c. Remember, you can get
Interests of the South, the twenty-seconRexall Remedies in this community
annual convention of the South- only at our store. The Rexall Store.
ern Education association, assembles B. G.
Murphey.
in Houston on Thursday of this week,
to continue through Friday and SatA man never lives
long enough to
urday. This association embraces six- understand why his
dislike
neighbors
teen states and will bring
together him.
the leading spirits in every branch of
educational work in the Southern
People who think themselves some
states.
pumpkins are usually small potatoes.
d

e
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Aspiration Hat

SOME DAINTY
Toothsome

DISHES CORN

APPLE

Easily

Concoctions

-
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Four apples,
Apple Compote.
cup sugar. Wash, core and pare
the apples. Boil sugar and water five
minutes. Cook apples slowly In covered pan until clear and tender. Remove to serving dish. Boil syrup several minutes longer until thick. Pour
over apples and serve cold.
Pare four round
Apple Compote.
fill
with
sugar, nttie out- core,
apples,
Put in baking
and
raisin.
one
ter,
dish, add hot water until apples- - are
half covered, sprinkle well with sugar
and bake until soft. Serve in ice
cream glasses, with own juice
Children's Apple Rread. An
dish for children Is prepared
as follows: One quart of corn meal,
one pint of ripe chopped apples, three
tablespoonfuls of butter, a pinch of
f
cups of wasalt and one and
ter; sweeten as desired and bake as
one-thir-

Land for This Crop Should Be
Plowed Very Deeply.
Plowing Will Accumulate More
Moisture Than Disking and Harrowing Listing Is Consid-

Fall

ered Dangerous.
Many of our states have awakened
to tn fact
thelr fredB 0f corn
avcrage far below what they consider
fair crops, and to encourage deeper
plowing and better work generally
have been offering prizes for heavier

production.

In Georgia, the prize for the best
acre of corn was won by a boy of
eleven, Joseph Stone of Chester, on
land. He plowed ten
d
14
Inches deep, then
inches deep, then subsolled where the
ordinary corn bread
rows were to be planted, 22 inches
deep; used about ten dollars' worth
time fertilizer to the acre; cultivated so as
canning
hint
to leave three cultivator
furrows,
two furrowB,
then
only
House-Wifleaving
again
Practical
Is
Found by
Economy
after that with other implements, and
in Providing New Rubraised 102 bushels per acre.
bers Each Season.
I
quote the above to show the
corn.
It will be found much more eco- necessity of deep plowing for
AH the other records for corn this
or
vegenomical when canning, fruit
tables to always provide new rubbers last year yere made by deep plowing
in the
each season, for by doing this one methods, writes E. R. Parson
for
need not exert oneself when opening Dry Farming Bulletin. The land
as
be
should
this
deepcrop
plowed
can
be
i a (si fflr " :!ftViii
caught
the jars, as the rubber
the
with a knife edge and torn out whts ly as possible, but not packed, to;
one wishes to open them. It not only reason that packing favors top growth,
saves the exertion, but saves the jars and if we have a wet Erring, followed
to
from cracking once ever so often by dry weather, the corn is liable
a
and
itself
crop
overgrow
produce
when in the act of opening, making
the contents unfit to use on account of baggy ears all husk and no corn.
On the other hand, loose ground fa- of the dancer of there being tiny
vors root growth. The top does not
it
also
and
in
of
them,
glass
pieces
averts the necessity of turning up the grow too rank, and as soon as the
the corn, having
edge of the lid with a knife, thus mak- dry weather comes,
of root and not weakened by a
ing it liable to admit air at the next plenty
season's filling. New rubbers make a top of heavy foliage, goes to making
sure success, but old ones are a gam- ears, and we get a much better crop
overble Tear them off when opening the than if the plant is allowed to
grow at the start.
jar and the lid will come off easily.
Fall plowing will accumulate, as a
Photograph by Underwood A Underwood. N. T.
rule, more moisture than disking and
HOW TO REFINISH FURNITURE harrowing, but to secure good results,
may be the height or the upward ize Mie fall fashion in millinery. Tha
the land must be plowed again In the
effect of this chic and daring crea- hat Is of black velvet, the brim surWhich Wood Can spring, before planting.
tion that has given it its name, but mounted and the crown surrounded by Simple Directions by
Be Made to Look as Good
Where the precipitation does ,not
in either instance the title is appropria mass of soft curled ostrich from
as New."
fall below 14 Inches, corn can be
ate. Here we have the narrow brim which spring a dense cluster of
raised every year by plowing ten
and the tall trimming that character- - straight, tall feathers.
Take a piece of No. 2 sandpaper and Inches or more and planting one
remove all varnish or marks from the grain in a hill from 24 to 36 Inches
wood. Take a piece of doublo zero apart, according to the corn; but the
FALL HATS
FOR CHILDREN
IN
STYLES
HAIR DRESSING sandpaper and rub the wood until it land should be kept rough cultivated
is perfectly smooth. Apply a coat of or plowed during the winter months,
Many Varieties and Styles Are Being
Smaller Chapeaux Will Necessitate varnish any color desired, and when or as soon as the cattle are taken off.
Offered
Creation
Charming
Radical Changes In the Fashionthis Is absolutely dry rub It smooth
Many farmers list in their corn In
Of White Cloth.
with double zero sandpaper. Apply a hard land without any plowing at all,
ing of Coiffures.
light coat of colorless shellac and and consider it hard luck when their
Little people are likely to be care-The gradual revival of the small when dry rub down with a piece ot crops fail in dry years. In many of
less about their clotues, and hats es- hat Is causing several modifications worn-ou- t
crops have
sandpaper, then apply one of these regions,
pecially are tossed carelessly about,
and unless a hat has been held in re- in the style of our coiffures. The day the following: Fpr dull finish rub been raised by good plowing. Listing
of piles upon piles of curls has quite with crude oil and powdered pumice is dangerous for another reason; we
serve for a dignified,
Is even considered good
an extra heavy storm
stone. For bright finish rub with sometimes
nurse
or
mother
may passed, and it
to wear the hair almost flat, so crude oil and finish with a good rub- which will fill the lister furrows and
be obliged to go or send to town for style as
It is not strained back from bing with a flannel cloth.
completely bury the corn.
this accessory. There are a great long
the face. In fact, there are a few
The wheels of the corn planter will
to
select
which
from
varieties
many
women who have always kept to this
usually pack the land sufficiently for
German Pancake.
the earlv fall chapeau. There are
seed germination in the row. The cul"Inth nt hORVV P HtH Pfl fashion of dressing their hair, and
k,4.
Mix six ounces of flour with one
tivation should be deep and rough,
hei? 18 nf bJ dressmaker, noted
silk, and of suede. A charming white for
an
of
her distinction, who insists upon ounce of melted butter, the yolk
and always across the slope when
crown
cloth hat has a
models doing the same,
there is any. We are fully aware
thing egg and two tablespoons ofof water;
finished at the bottom with a pleated her
salt and that level cultivation prevents evapin the middle, Deat well. Add a pinch
their
hair
part
They
twisted
is
this
About
cloth band.
from the brow, very gradually beat In half a cup of oration, but In the "cloud-burst- "
white wool cord, ending in large wool take it loosely back
This batter is better states It also favors run off, and exa
and
it
into
rather
gather
protruding rich milk.
beballs. Another style, sure to be
hours before using. perience shows that we gain more
or
three
two
made
coll
on
A
crown
of
the
the
head.
coming, Is of rough white cloth, with tortoise shell
Just before cooking add the beaten than we lose by saving the run-of- f
or
a
or
silver
two,
pin
at
and
blue
of
band
velvet,
a
royal
or some equally rare white of an egg. Have an omelet pan at the expense of some evaporation.
the side a tiny round cluster of brll jeweled dagger,
ornament
is the only deco- - hot and put in butter, or oil; pour in
slmP'e
The ground should be cultivated as
but.
llant red wool berries and green
allowed
ration
this
with
style of coif the batter, which should be an eigth late In the season as possible in orleaves. A delightful color scheme
When cooked on der to put it In a receptive condition
of an inch thick.
A
style fure.
this, and every effective.
In all styles, however, It is now the the bottom put in a hot oven to cook for the
curly-haireof
is
heavy summer rains which
the
sure to suit
girl
Slide out of the pan, serve often make the crop. It Is a mistake
ecru corded silk, with black and right thing to avoid ribbons, jeweled on top.an
lemon
apple sauce or with
things which sug- with
to continually cultivate corn during a
cerise satin facing. A short, blunt bands, tulle and allThe
the turban.
only people
quarters and sugar.
drought; it creates too fine a mulch,
ecru feather stands up on one side, gest
who will be sorry to see the new fash-lonmakes mud, and stops penetration
while a row of flat buttons, made of
In this particular detail of the
when finally the rain comes. All that
black satin, with cerise rims, trims
Washing Lace Curtain.
toilet are the hair dressers, who have
is necessary Is to break the crust and
the other side.
three
of
one
parte
curtains,
For
pair
been making fortunes out of false
mulch.
maintain a good three-Incof
good soap
of soft water, one bar
hair.
a crust
severe
of
In
times
drought,
YOUNG
GIRL
DRESS FOR
shaved and put Into the water, and
if the
but
the
under
form
mulch;
may
let almost boil; then add three
To Clean Kid Gloves.
there is no more
coal oil, put In the cur- mulch is intact,
of
Take a little sweet milk and a piece
rinse evaporation than before, and the
of white or brown soap. Fold a clean tains and boil twenty minutes;
, deep plowing and the molstupe in the
table-starch. One
towel three or four times, spread It in two waters;
subsoil will bring the crop through.
one
starch,
pulverized
over your dress and spread out the spoonful
on
three
gum arable; pour
glove smoothly upon It. Take a large
Slop and Swill.
Do not let
of boiling water.
Is
a wide difference between
There
piece of white flannel, dip It In the pints
or
curtains on stretchers
milk, then rub It upon the soap and boil. Dry
Slop is properly a
slop and swill.
floor.
on
the
on
sheets
rub the glove downward toward the pin
hog's relish, while swill Is too frefingers, holding the wrist of It by the
quently nothing more than water polleft hand. Continue this process until
Lemon Tea Cakes.
refuse. The
luted with unhealthy
the glove, If white, looks of a dingy
Rub one-hapound butter In one term swill may embrace a wide vaf
yellow, but, if colored, looks dark and pound of flour, add
pound of riety of feed or drink, ranging from
entirely spoiled. Now let It dry and fine sifted white sugar, grate In rind ordinary dish water to a mixture of
then put It on your hand, and It will of two lemons and squeeze In the milk, table scraps, soapsuds and othbe soft, smooth, glossy and clean. Juice of one, add two eggs. Mix all er kitchen refuse, while slop Is a comTake care, however, to omit no part well together, roll and cut into de- bination of a ground feed or feeds
of the glove In rubbing It and see that sired
shapes and bake in a slow oven. with water or milk. A supply of
all the soiled parts are thoroughly
wholesome swill In connection with
cleaned. This process applies only to
feeds may be extremely valuother
Clingstone Peaches.
For
white and colored kid gloves.
in a condition of decay, ranhut
able,
In preparing clingstone peaches for
black gloves that are soiled, turned
cid, and mainly filth, it may result In
cut
them
will
If
around,
you
white and otherwise injured, take a canning.
animals. Slop,
and then give a loss of
of
as alconsidered
teaspoonful of salad oil, drop a few Instead a lengthwise,
be
may
however,
will
each end little twist, the halves
drops of ink Into It, and rub it all over
In
order.
ways
beDo this
the gloves with the tip of a feather; come clear of the stone.
are
then let them dry in the sun. White fore peeling, as after peeling they
Market Products Daily.
kid boots and slippers can also be too slippery.
Most producers have come to realcleaned by the first process to look
ize that dairy products must be mar"as good as new," and black kid boots
Congress Cake.
keted dally, and under the mopt favf
cup butter orable circumstances, to command the
One cup sugar,
and slippers can be restored to their
s
cup milk, 1 cups
creamed,
pristine gloss by the latter method.
market price. The same
f
tea- highest
flour, whites of two eggs,
should obtain in the marketpractice
teah
Witch Hazel Cream.
spoon cream of tartar,
ing of eggs.
f
teaspoon
The witch hazel cream formula given spoon saleratus,
below is excellent. You will find it a salt, lemon to flavor.
Neglected Manure.
good cream for cleansing. Of course
is well known that barnyard
It
of
all
fat is the basis
Oakland's Cake.
manure, if neglected, rapidly loses
This simple dress might be made up creams.
Two eggs, two cups sugar, one cup the greater part of Its fertilizing valmaterial.
or
washing
any
In lined
One ounce each of white wax atd sour milk, one cup butter, one cup ue and becomes practically worthless,
the
The skirt has slight fullness at cenpint of oil ol chopped raisins, three cups flour, one except to Improve the mechanical and
spermaceti,
of
foot
at
trimmed
waist, and is
almonds.
f
teaspoon cin- physical properties of the soil.
teaspoon soda,
cotton
braid,
ter back and front by
Melt; pour Into a mortar, which has namon, clove and nutmeg.
shapes; two been heated
sewn on in
by being Immersed som
Lime for Hogs.
buttons are sewn above this.
time in boiling water. Very gradually
the
Is
trimmed
No mistake will be made if a little
bodice
Maple Syrup Cake.
The kimono
of rose water and
ounces
three
add
One cup syrup, one-hacup sugar, lime is used In the drinking water
same at neck, waist and on sleeves. f one ounce of witch hazen and assidu
one egg, scant and so much the better If the hogi
sour
one-hamilk,
cup
Materials required: Three and
an
emul
two doien ously stir the mixture until
one-hal- f
cup butter, one teaspoon soda. Ban have access to soft coal slacl
yards 36 Inches wide,
sion Is formed, and afterward until
one dosen buttons.
Mix quite soft and add ginger and cas- nixed with salt, lime and a little sul
braid,
the mixture Is nearly cold.
yards
sia If desired
hur.
eight-year-ol-

d

one-hal-

cross-plowe-

for

e

IT

d

gi

home-comin-

dome-shape-

d

e

h

table-spoonfu-

lf

one-hal-

high-price-

one-hal-

two-third-

one-hal-

one-fourt-

one-hal-

tissue-buildin-

g

one-quart-

one-hal-

d
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FARMS thorough hoeing of soils

DRY

ON

Pre-

pared From This Most Healthful of Fruits.

.

NOVEMBER

Cultivation Throughout Season Increases Materially Yield of Grain
and Water Required.
Another masterly and convincing
argument for a thorough cultivation
of the soil has been published by Prof.
J. A. Wldtsoe of tbe Utah experiment
station.
In a long series of experiments, Intelligently made. Professor Wldtsoe
found that thorough hoeing or cultivation thi oughout uie season Increased
materially the yield of grain, and in
creased the amount of water required
per pound of dry matter produced,
and that in Infertile soils the water
requirements of crops could be materially lowered by the addition of
manure or commercial fertilizers.
He believes that In every case the
result is to be attributed largely to
the plant food set free by the hoeing
or fallowing, or that added la the fertilizers. There are many farmers who
are not in a position to Irrigate their
land at once, but there are few who
cannot cultivate their soil a little better than they have been doing. No
doubt there are localities where irrigation is not feasible, and then again
there are thousands of tenant farmers
or men of limited means who cannot
take advantage of the principle of Irrigation. It is fortunate that nearly
ail such farmers are at least able to
till and fertilize their land.
The practical conclusion is, that in
districts where the rainfall Is the chief
consideration, it is not sufficient to
store an al undance of water in the
soils themselves must
soil, but f
be kept in ich a condition that plants
growing on them can produce dry mat
ter w b the smallest possible amount
r.
of '
Under a system of dry
far.
otatlon In which a hoed crop is
perhaps grown every year, In alternation with wheat, a fairly large amount
of available plant food will be maintained, but at the same time the
amount of stored moisture will be so
near the danger limit as to jeopardize
seriously the maturing crop. On the
other hand, where the soli after being
fall plowed and left in the rough
throughout the winter is allowed to lie
fallow the following summer a much
larger amount of plant food Is set free
and at the same time a larger amount
of water Is stored in the soil.
GENERAL

Christmas
IT

Is Coming
We have a suggestoin

for those who would
give

handsome and

appropriate gifts

FARM NOTES

Save seed corn early.
The hog Is the most plastic of all
farm animals.
Grass is a prime factor in successful hog raising.
Fall plowing is injurious to cutworms and grasshoppers.
If possible, disk stubbleflelds, to conserve moisture and destroy weeds.
Next to pure air, water is the cheap-ea- t
thing we can supply our poultry.
The silo's first cost is large, but If
well made It may be used for years.
be
The milker's hands should
washed before milking each and every

MONOGRAM

STATIONERY
1

cow.

Fall plowing exposes the soil to the
elements which aid jn liberating plant
food.

Don't forget the hen's dust bath.
They must have It to be healthy and
happy.
No part of the dairy work is more
important than the cleaning of milk
utensils.
Do not think that because the hens
have free range no grit need be
them.
Visit the henhouse often, so the
hens will feel acquainted and not be
afraid of you.
Select early a plenty of seed corn,
so that further and 'more rigid selection may be made next spring.
The very best of food without a
plentiful supply of pure, fresh water
will fail to induce the hens to lay.
A large flock of poultry will, in the
course of time, clean up all the available grit from a large area around
their quarters.
If you have fifteen or more head of
cattle, and haven't a silo, it will pay
you to look into the subject of silos
pretty carefully.
Every one who has ever had experlence with poultry knows that cleanliness is absolutely imperative if the
flock is to prove profitable.
The milker should be "clean. Before
milking and before putting on his
milking suit he must wash his hands
with warm water, soap and a nail
brush.
Milk pails should be of smooth
metal like heavy1 tin; galvanized Iron
or any rough metal should not be
used, as germs collect much more.
easily and they are more dimcuit to
clean.
sup-pile- d

Hay In Germany

.

The United States consul at

I

See the Optic's Line

It includes all modish

and correct tints

One, Two and Three

Col-

ogne, reports that no timothy is raised
in Germany, and not much of any
distinctive grass for hay, "the fields
seemingly producing a mixture of va

rieties much resembling the natural
growths on an Illinois prairie." This
grass, when cut, yields exceedingly
well, the lower growth being very
heavy owing to the fact that generally
the meadows are irregular. Harvesting is done mostly by hand. Two
crops are always taken from the meadows annually, and sometimes three.

Letter Monograms

Proper Cooling of Milk.
In spite of all that has been pub-

lished in tbe
by the dairy
comparatively
any attention
of milk.

farm papers and urged
schools, there are yet
few farmers who pay
to the proper cooling

Green Cabbage Worm.
The green cabbage worm is very destructive and will frequently destroy the best heads in the fields
are
measures
unless
preventive
promptly taken,
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pour

tie Sailu.
ESTABLISHED

that,

pttc
1879.

the

republican hare a clear
majority, as here, too, it hi
believed that the progressive repub
licans will come into the republican
caucus.
Nor did the republicans fare so
badly in electing district judges, for
they elected Edward L. Medler.
C. Abbott, David J. Lean? and
Merritt C. Mecham.
Herbert F.
Raynolds, as a progressive repub
lican, was elected on the democratic ticket, but is in reality a conservative republican.
The democrats elected T. D. TJeb as district
judge at Raton with a majority that
Is very close and may be reversed on
the official count ext week, John
f. McClure and Colin T. Neblett.
The republicans elected as district
attorneys, Alexander Read, George E.
Rcmlcr. T.
Griffith, H. I!. Hamilton
C. W. G. Ward, while the democrats
elected M. U. Vigil. K. K. Scott, and
J. R. Waddill.
In other words, out of sixteen offices on the state ticket, nine will be
held by republicans,
six by democrats and one Is still in doubt, that
meaning also that the republicans
have the supreme couri and the corporation commission, not a single
democrat ' being on the supreme
bench. It is also stated on good authority that the corporation commis
sioner elected by the democrats is a
republican. Out of seventy-thre- e
leg
islators, fifty are republicans and
twenty-thre- e
democrats, and naturil-ly- ,
both U. S. senators will be republicans. Of sixteen district judges and
an are republidistrict attorneys,
cans, six democrats. Out of a tot
of 107 offices therefore 71 will be held
and 35 by dem
by republicans
crats, with one office, that of superintendent of public instruction, In doubt.
The domocrats will have' all of the
offices in only three counties, Chaves,
Eddy and Curry. The republicans
will havo all of the offices in Santa Fe,
Taos, Rio Arriba, McKinley, Valencia, Mora, San Miguel counties, and
have most, or at least some, of the offices in the sixteen other counties.
To sum up: The republicans have
s
more than
of the 367 men
elected to office on November 7. As
r
the democratic Farmington
remarks: "New Mexico is no'
yet democratic by any means." tSan-tFe New Mexican.
two-third-
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ON THE EVE OF THE
ELECTION CANVASS
It is anomalous that on the eve of
the official canvass of the votes cast
for state, judicial and legislative can-

two-third-

Times-Hustle-

didates, the main doubt exists as to
in the vote between two
candidates on the republican ticket,
and not between republican and democratic candidates. The unofficial returns, practically all to hand, revised
and carefully computed, show the
lectlno, to be governor, of William C.
Mc Donald over Holm O. Bursum
by
:tlout 2,900 plurayity.
They show
.it his clear majority will not reach
l',000 votee, because of the socialists
c
asting between 1,500 and 2,000 votes.
1 hey show the election
by less than
a thousand piur;ility of the following
candidates for state office on the
democratic ticket
E. C. de Baca for
lieutenant governor; Antonio Lucero
lor secretary of state; O. N. Marron
for state treasurer; Harvey B.
to congress; of O. L. Owen to
lie corporation commissioner,
and
Richard H. Hanna, as member of the
supreme court. Mr. Hanna, however,
is a republican and ran as a progressive, and will make the third republican member of the supreme court.
Ho received the highest vote of the
six candidates on the judicial ticket.
By a strange discrepancy in Guadalupe county between two sets pf figures, which each side claims to be absolutely correct, the candidacy for
superintendent of public instruction
Is placed in doubt, although the republicans had conceded the election
of A. N. White, and the doubt is
raised by figures from a democratic
source. As to the other candidates,
this discrepancy has no effect on the
result.
The republicans have elected on
the state ticket. Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy, and for congress
George Curry, by pluralities of more
than a thousand votes. They have
Also elected R. P. Ervien to be land
commissioner; William G. Sargent to
be state auditor; Hugh H. Williams
and M. S. Groves to be corporation
thus controlling the
commissioner,
commission; and Clarence J. Roberts
to the supreme court. The second
Judge is also a republican, but wheth
er it is Frank W. ;Parker or jsawara
R, Wright, the official canvass alone
can tell. The figures from republ?
can sources give the lead slightly to
sources
Wright; and from democratic
me
is
'IMS
omjr
Parker.
to
in
that seems really in doubt Butha?e
the
republicans
event,
oither
demthe supreme bench, not a single
x
.t.
elected
ocrat being
iu the legislature, the republics
tared even better. fne sia'.o senate
will consist of fiftaoi repu''ians,
s."v-two progressive repaDhVans an.reason
a
is
good
democrats. There
repubto believe that the progressive
licans will come into the srepublican
macaucus and thus assure
the
republicans
jority In the house, the progressive
ave thirty members,
the democrats
republicans three, and named, howlast
the
of
-- txteen.
One
ever, has not lived in the UMTitory
time and hi
the required length ofcontested.
Two
he
Beat will probnl y
elected
were
is
others, it
However, without
fcy' illegal vote.

the difference

n

two-third-

LOOKING FOR HIM

Apparently Captor Need Not Have
Been Afraid That His Prisoner Would Escape.
Billy Oswald of the Cleveland
door relief department was sent up
to Detroit the other day to bring back
a prisoner who had escaped from the
workhouse.
Full of the sense of his
responsibility, Billy had handcuffs
slapped on the man and stuck valiantly by his side, leaving no possible
chance of escape. When an hour out
from Detroit, homeward bound on the
out-

boat, the prisoner suggested
that Oswald relax his vigilance.
"Whatehu keepln' these thtngs on
me for?" he asked. "You don't think
I'm goln' t' Jump over In the middle
of Lake Erie, do you? Can't gel away
D. tc C.

now."
Billy saw reason in the argument,
released his man from the irons and
gave him leave to stroll about deck.
When the boat neared port, however,
early next morning, the prisoner
wasn't to be found. Oswald looked the
boat over from engine room to bridge,
but in vain. When the boat slid
alongside the dock Billy was the first
man off. stationing himself where he
see every person coming
could

ashore.
In a couple of minutes he spied his
man. But he wasn't trying to slip off
unobserved. He came along boldly,
in one
lugging Oswald's baggage
hand and bis own In the other.
"Aw, there you are!" he sang out.
'I've been lookin' all over the boat
for you the last half hour."
BEWARE THE CARELESS

MAN

Grandmother
and
Hands Out Some Good Advice
to Engaged Girl.

Wise

111.

A

Great Grace.

It Is no great matter to associate
with the good and gentle, for this is
naturally pleasing to all and everyone

willingly enjoyeth peace and loveth
those best that agree with him. But
to be able to live peaceably with hard
and perverse persons, or with the disorderly, or with such as go contrary to
us, is a great grace, and a most commendable and manly thing. Thomas
a Kempis.
No Vagabond Currents There.
A system for the protection of gas

and water mains against vagabond
currents is in use at Karlsruhe. This
Is formed bv niacins: at suitable spots
electros in the ground and connect
ing them to the positive pole of a low
tension source of electricity (an ac
cumulator or dynamo), while the
pipes to be protected are connected
to the negative 'pole.
Whistles for the Deaf.
Every deaf person should carry a
whistle. If the family make It an
invariable rule for some one to appear in answer to the whistle the one
afflicted with deafness will be pleased
with the result. It will prevent useless calling and save many steps.
It has been tried and found most satisfactory.
Spiritual Insulation.
Manv a man, who is now thrilled
with the currents of the life of this
modern age freely passing through
him, is in danger of moral disaster,
through defective spiritual insulation.
Are the wires of your ambition well
wmnned around with the insulating
material of prayer and faith and love?
Zion's Herald.

READY

ALL

Marjory's
Burglar

MEET

,
'I'm just miserable," sighed
"and I know I'll never be happy
igaln."
"What's the cause of all this woe?"
isked her friend Polly, sympathetically. "Tell me about It."
"That's the reason I rushed over be"If I
fore breakfast," said Marjory.
didn't confess to some one I would
die. Such a load on my conscience."
"Oh, a case of guilty conscience.
How many hearts has the heartless coquette broken this week?" asked Polly.
"Worse than that, Polly. I've killed a
man."
"Heavens!" screamed her friend.
"What do you mean? Explain."
"Well, I haven't exactly killed him
outright, but the doctor says he Is in
a critical condition."
"Who is he? Come to the point and
don't keep me in suspense."
"Well, since I've lived at this boarding house I've been kind of lonesome
like, so yesterday Jane Darwin came
over and stayed all night with me.
"About four in the morning I was
swakened by strange noises in the
hall. I shook sleeping Jane into consciousness and whispered 'Burglars!'
We both sat erect in bed, breaths
and listened.
" 'We shall be murdered
in cold
blood,' groaned Jaae, while I, with my
usual impulsiveness, jumped out of
bed, grabbed the alarm clock and
flung It through the transom, smashing
the glass In a thousand pieces.
"And you nearly killed the burglar?"
gasped Polly.
"No, If he had been a really, truly
robber I wouldn't have cared; such
a deed would have been heroic. But
there was no burglar. My alarm
clock hit a perfectly innocent fellow
boarder who was doing nothing more
than entering his room, which unfortunately happened to be next to mine.
"He had no business to stay out
until four In the morning. It served
him right," stated Polly.
"He was returning from a business
trip, a new boarder. The room had
been vacant so long I completely forgot It belonged on the map of Mrs.
Persimmon's select boarding house.
"Well, he happened to be a handsplendid
some,
young man. And, oh, Polly! that horrible alarm clock hit him square on
the head and knocked him senseless."
"I guess it knocked the clock senseless, too, for its alarm started to go off
and I think it's going yet
"The noise of his fall, the ring of the
clock and my screams brought the 40
boarders rushing to1' the scene of
Mar-lory-

The pretty girl was talking about
her fiance. "He never seems to notice how I dress," she said, rather
well pleased. "He tries to look interested, but I know from his expression that he does not recognize one
gown from another, and once be told
me I always look all right to him, no
matter how I am dressed."
"Then don't marry him," advised a
youthful grandmother of 60 almost
tartly and wholly disregarding grammar. She was herself of the trim,
smartly gowned variety of women who
refuse to grow old. "Take my advice.
If a man does not care how you look
he never will provide the money for
you to dress as well as you will wish
to. A man ought to care how his wife
is dressed. Not that It is the most Important thing In life but that it has
to do with the whole tone of their
home. There is something wrong
with a man who does not wish
his wife to look her best. If your
fiance Is tractable I advise you to begin a course of instructing him at
" she shook her head
once. If not
warningly, smoothed down her slim
"And their negligee costumes were
hips, gave her satin walking suit a lit- positively Indecent. If it weren't
tle flip and left for her constitutional tragic it would have been excruciatingIn the park.
ly funny to see old Mrs. Topps with
her wig in her mouth and holding her
false teeth to her head.
To Try Trapping Sparrows.
"They carried the poor man to his
Agents of the department of agri- bed, called the doctor, and here I am
culture, it was announced, have been worried almost frantic. Suppose he
for the last two months experimenting should die? So good looking, too."
with devices to trap English sparrows.
"You poor dear," said Polly. "I can
From Maine to California an agent Imagine your anxiety, but brace up, I
of the department has traveled during know he will soon recover and forgive
those months. Many machines have you your unwarranted attack of asbeen tried out, but as yet one has not sault and battery."
been perfected which officials say will
About four weeks later Polly said
do the, work successfully.
to Marjory: "By the way, how Is
Dr. Charles J. Fisher, who has the
your burglar friend?"
work in hand, said that the English
"He's just splendid," answered Marsparrows are a nuisance and that they jory sparkling with enthusiasm.
harm bearable fruit trees in the
"Then his head was not seriously inspring.
jured?"
"Take young apple and peach trees,
"No, his head Is better, but but he
for instance," Dr. Fisher said. "The claims the blow affected his his
sparrows eat into the buds and de- heart."
stroy the cSres. It then becomes im"Marjory Morton, you are blushing
possible for them to bear fruit.
furiously. What does it mean?"
"We are doing no experimenting In
"When Chester I mean Mr. Ford,
Washington at this time. In several was convalescing felt It my duty to
parts of the country, however, we help him while away the tedious hours,
have agents at work with devices. being that it was all my fault. Living
From what I have heard these ma- under the same roof, naturally we saw
chines have not as yet been per- quite a bit of each other see?
fected."
"Then I was sorry for him. He was
sorry because I was sorry, and well
you see you know I guess you unArtist's Habits.
derstand."
Leonardo da Vlncl was erratic in
"Oh Marlorv: how romantic. I'm
his methods of work. Some interest
and It's all on account of
so
ing reminiscences are preserved in an happy,
clock."
alarm
one of the novels of Bandello.
"He
"Yes. Chester says he's going to
used often to go early In the morning
al;-clock for a watch
and mount upon the platform, and wear that,
after
laughed Marjory.
this,"
charm
evenfrom sunrise until the dusk of
ing, never putting down his brush,
Orgeat.
and, forgetting to eat and drink, paint
without ceasing. Then two, three or
Orgeat pronounced orzhat takes
four days would pass when he would Its name from the Minch "orge," barnot touch It, but remained for one or ley, and was form, ny a syrup In
two hours together contemplating, which a decoction of thai, cereal was
to mean a
considering and examining within used. It has come now emulsion of
an
with
I
drink
his
prepared
have
himself, judging
figures.
seen him, too, according as his ca- almonds, and is slightly medicinal as
It
price or humor moved him, go off at well as refreshing on a hot day.
for hay fever,
noonday, when the sun was in Leo, is said to be good
from the Corte Vecchia, where he was among other things. To prepare it,
a stick
composing his stupendous horse of boil two quarts of milk with and let
clay, and come straight to the Grazie, of cinnamon, remove the spice
ounces of
and, mounting the platform, take a the milk cool. Blanch four
brush and give one or two strokes to sweet almonds, and when they are
one of the figures, and straightway cold pound them in a mortar with a
little rosewater and enough orange
depart and go elsewhere."
flower water to form a paste. Sweeten the milk and boil the almond paste
Remembered the Great Napoleon.
In It for a few moments not too long,
The last French woman who met or the paste will be oily. Strain the
Napoleon I. face to face died recently beverage through a fine sieve so that
at Troyee, aged one hundred and two. it will be smooth in quality. Serve it
She was Mme. Mlllos, a widow, whose with ice the day It Is made.
parents were on the domestic staff of
the Palace of Fontainebleau. She was
Not Cured by Time.
five when Napoleon, shortly before
was a fool when I mar
He
to
taking leave of his guards, spoke
ried
you.
her In the palace park. Mme. Mlllos
She Well, don't you think it's
retained a vivid recollection of this
time for you to get over it
about
meeting until the day of her death, We've been married 16 years." Stray
someon
and
that account she was
oujnea.
thing of a local celebrity.
r.

ANNUAL SESSION IN CHICAGO, IS
EXPECTED TO BE BEST IN
HISTORY OF CONGRESS
Chicago, Nov. 27. The fact that
the Nineteenth National
Irrigation
congress, to be held here December 5
to 9 will give prominent place in its
progress to the subject of reclamation of swamp lands will result in
large attendance by southern and
eastern delegates.
The Irrigation congress in the 20
years of its existence has never been
held further east than Lincoln, Nebraska, except when it met In Chica-g- a
in 1900. With a large attendance
of eastern and southern delegates at
the Chicago meeting there might be
a movement to take the next congress into the south or east. There
is no doubt but that a southern or
eastern city might secure the next
convention if all the southern and
eastern delegates unite in favor of
that city and the western delegates
divide their forces between five or
six western cities desiring the next
congress. Also there is no doubt but
if the next congress is held in the
south the subject of reclamation
through drainage will be the most
prominent topic.
Among eastern and southern cities
considered as hosts for the congress
in the event it should go east or
south are Washington, D. C, New
York City,
Rochester,
Charleston,
New Orleans and St. Louis.
Among western cities prominently
mentioned for future meetings of the
congress are San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Missoula,
St. Paul, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Denver and Phoenix,
It is freely predicted that the congress at Chicago will be the greates!
in the history of the organization,
and the committee in charge thereof has been working energetically to
prepare a program that will be in
fitting with the meeting. Four or
five thousand delegates are expected
from every state and territory and
from at least seventeen foreign countries.
The congress will open Tuesday
morning, December 5 at the Auditorium' theatre, and the address of
welcome will be delivered by Governor Charles S. Deneen, of Illinois,
while Mayor Carter H. Harrison will
extend the freedom of the city to the
delegates. R. Isinger of Spokane will
call the congress to order; R. R.
of Chicago, chairman of the
board of control, will welcome the
congress on behalf of his colleagues;

Tact Is not a gift, but an acquisitemtion, and yet there is something
peramental about it. It is like a
have voices easily
singer. Some
trained, others voices difficult to subredue, some such aa are hopelessly
bellious.
Thought He Covered the Ground.
A man who was dunned by a book
seller for a book delivered some time
before returned the bill with this
written on It: "I never ordered this
book. If I did. you did not send it
If I got It, 1 paid for it. If I didn't,
I wont"
It Was His Deal.
A sleepy churchwarden who often

played at cards, hearing the minister
use tne words "shuffle off this mortal
coll," started up, rubbed his eyes,
and exclaimed, "Hold on! it's my
deal!"
Faith and Science.

Faith is not hostile to science. Want

of faith expresses itself in fears and
clamors. A large faith lifts inquiry

Into those heights where all things
are see in the light of divine unity.

President B. A. Fowler of Phoenix,
wf 1 respond to the addresses of
welcome; the executive committee
will report and the various committees will be named.
Tuesday afternoon at Orcnestra
sessions
hall where the afternoon
will be held there will be a strong
session. Walter L. Fisher, secretary
of the interior, is invited to discuss
the conditions and needs of the reclamation service; former Governor
Ceorge C. Pardee of California, will
tell of the achievements of the National Irrigation congress; Director F.
H. Newell will outline the construe
tive work of the reclamation service;
R. F. Teele, in charge of the United
States irrigation statistics bureau of
the census, will talk on the magnitude of irrigation interests; Senator
Wm. E. Borah of Idaho, is expected
to tell of state irrigation and Major
Richard W. Young of Utah, of private irrigation.
Wednesday morning at the Auditorium theatre, principal tonic drainage. W. L. Park, first vice president
of the Illinois Central railroad, will
speak of drainage as a basis for development; J. C. Longstreet of Missouri is given the topic of state
aspect of drainage; Dr. W. A. Evans,
former health commissioner of Chicago, will tell of stream pollution;
Prof. Gardner Williams of Michigan,
will discuss the uses of the Great
Lakes; a special feature will be an
Illustrated lecture by M. O. Leighton
chief of the hydrographlc branch of
the United States geological survey,
bis subject being the national aspect
of drainage.
Representatives of foreign nations
will hold the center Wednesday afternoon.
Seventeen
governments
have already promised to be represented and others are expected. John
Barrett, director general of the
union, will speak of
In irrigation
and drainage; Arthur P. Davis, chief
engineer of the reclamation service,
will tell of irrigation in western Asia,
illustrating his talk with recently taken photographs.
Irrigation In general will be discussed Thursday morning by representatives of the department of agriculture. Prof. Samuel Fortler, in charge
of irrigation Investigations, will speak
on the present stage of development
and make a forecast of the future;
either William Mulholland or J. B.
Lippincott, engineers of the Los Angeles aqueduct, will discuss America's greatest water project; representatives of important industrial interests are 'expected to address this
'
session.
Thursday afternoon, Gifford
president of the National Conservation association, will speak;
Judge Geo. H. Hutton, of Ios Angeles, will discuss appropriation and riparian rights, the California doctrine;
the roll call of the states, with responses will conclude the session.
n

n

Pin-cho- t,

will
Forests and forest streams
have the right of way Friday morning. H. 8. Graves, U. 8. forester, will
tell of the forests as conservators' and
Geo. Cornregulators of streams:
of
wall, editor of The Tlmberman
Portland, will speak of the relation
of the timber industry of the west
will
to irrigation; other addresses
deal with national development and
commercial conditions.
The Friday afternoon session will
also be held at thef Auditorium theatre. Vital phases of reclamation
work will be discussed by E.J. Watof agriculture,
commissioner
son,
commerce and industry. South Carolina; Dr. Witsoe, president of the
Utah Agricultural college will dis
cuss the relation between irrigation
and dry farming; Dwight B. Heard
will tell of the famous Roosevelt dam,
and Wllliard E. Holt of New Mexico,
will talk of the underground water of
the new state.
Saturday morning, at the Auditorium theatre, the work of the congress will be completed, and several
special matters will be taken up.
There will be at least two evening
sessions, Tuesday in Orchestra hall
and Friday In the Auditorium. Others
may be arranged for. A special feature of the congress will be an illustrated lecture by C. J. Blanchard of
the reclamation service, on "Making
the Wilderness Blossom."
quickly yields to treat-meby the agreeable, aromatic Ely's
Cream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and olenuses and heals the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Druggists sell the GOo. size. Test it and you
are sure to continue the treatment till relieved.

Nasal Catarrh

ut

Announcement.

To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal trouble, the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
liquid form which will be known as Ely's
liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
spr iviug tulio is 75 cents. Druggists or by
mail. The licprd form embodies the medicine! properties of the solid preparation.

THIS BOOK WORTH READING.
The AdlePi-k- a
book,
telling how
you can EASILY guard against appendicitis, and how you can relieve
constipation or gas on the stomach
4Uu0at INSTANTLY, is offered irat
for a short time by the Red Cross
Drug 0&.

Backache, Headache, Nervousness
and rheumatism, both in men and
women, mean kidney trouble. Do not
allow It to progress beyond the reach
of medicine but stop it promptly with
Foley Kidney Pills. They regulate
the action of the urinary organs.
Tonic In action, quick in results. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drue Co.
Chamborlains Stomach and Liver
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
may be taken with perfect safety by
the most delicate woman or the
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.

With every

40 Turkeys

50tPurchu.se
we give one
Ticket that
may bring
yon a Fine
Fat Turkey

to be given

FREE
at
Bacharach's
Xtnas Eve
Dec. 24, 1911

TOYLAND IS NOW READY
FOR INSPECTION

1

On 2nd. Ffoor

m

Tact.

FOR

IRR I GATION

broad-shouldere-

:

Fer-Kusso-

HAD BEEN

27,

Dolls
Complete Absolutely New Line of Christmas Toys and
We believe it
has just been opened and are out on display.
A

to be the strongest exhiibtion ever put on sale in Las Vegas.
The prettiest dolls you ever saw in your life. Trumpets,
Drums, Horns, Doll Beds, Doll Houses, Sets of China Dishes,
Mechanical Toys, Rubber Balls, Blocks, Character Undestruct.

able Dolls and so continuing.

Special Sale of Table Linens and Napkins Is On In
Full Blast UntilNovember 30, 1911
"THE
1--

4

Off all

STORE

OF QUALITY"

1--

Off
all

Coats, Suits
and Dresses

3

E.LASVECAS

n.m:

Boy's Suits

LAS VEGAS DAILY OMTIC, MONDAY,

The

Prescriptionisi

A'i

Y. M. C.

PERSONALS

HOUSE

The

man

who doe. the

wthitia. the

on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility
i8 never
lost sight of for a
moment
m prescription
filling. Every
Prowription. leaving
our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. Toy may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

SUITS

AND

DRESSES
newest models, no Left
overs from last years stock.
AH

$15.00 Tailored Suits

For $8.95
$22.50 Tailored Suits
For $14.93
$29.00 Tailored Suits
For $18.95
e
$8.50 to 10.00
Dresses
For $6.95
one-piec-

11.50 to

13 50

one-piec-

Dresses

e

For $9.95
$15.00

one-piec-

Dresses

e

For $11.95
Silk Foulards, velvet and serges
at the New Store of
...HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH...

Phone Main 104

Jack Laubach, Roy Sundt, Arthur
Langstou and Peter Olsen returned
this afternoon from a hunting trip
to the lakes on the ranch of J. D.
Hand with game nags loaded to tne
limit of their capacity. Pour big wild
geese all weighing over 12 pounds
and larger than good sized turkeys,
with a number of (rucks, were anions
the results of the hunt. Mr. Laubacli
were shot on
said that the big
Lake Isabelle, and his story of the
size and weight was borne out by tho
geese, one of which he had with him
at the time he told the tale. This
if ideal weather for duck hunting and
a great many of the hunters) of tho
Meadow City are availing themselves
of the chance to fill their game bags
with the fowls of the air. Wild turin
key are reported to be plentiful
as
almost
and
geese
mountain
the
near
large are said to be on the lakes
here.
&--

Cream Cake

BURIED

THE PASSING

OF

FAMOUS KID
ELBERFELD

PLAYED

HIS LAST GAME

How Do You Like Your Milk ?

trict.

IP

(mC'V

.

Vne-wuri- n

cup

Villi.
--

ift.J

Hnmr:

Thanksgiving

M tea- -

vV
hot milk; 7 egg,
I

1 cup

spoonful salt;
Aieatcn light; 'A cup sugar; chocolate
1 ounce
extract;
vanilla
ful
little
Mix flour and salt with a very
cold milk; stir into the hot jndkjand
cook ten minutes; add the
and stir until it is melted a"d evenly
hen
blended with the Aour mixture
the
sugar,
with
mixed
beat in the egg
and lastly the vanilla.
conYon need the K C Cook's Book
other
89
and
this
taining
of the
recipes sent free npon receipt
colored certificate packed in everySend
can of K C Baking Powder.
to the JAfiurs Mfg. Co.. Chicago

dous

and the Normal coaches are figuring
on using this to advantage. Twitch- ell, one of the three Normal coaches,
has been teaching the Normal team
a number of trick formations and the
prospects are for a fast game.
Captain Clark of the Hasbeens is
not saying whether he will use the old
style of play or trick formations, but
either way his team should make a
good showing. For the past three
weeks the Hasbeen team has been
practicing faithfully for the game on
Thanksgiving day and the team will
affair. A number of
be no pick-uhard skirmishes have been held at
the high school grounds with signal
practice in the evenings at the arm
ory. The trainers of the Hasbeens
have rigged up a tackling dummy
p

We have in store for you every
thing in the line of Kitchen Utensils,
fine chinaware, cut glassware, Rogers
Silver tableware, Savory and Reed
Roasters, Dining Room Furniture ana
Table Linens and Napkins.
Specials for Tuesday and Wednesday.
$1.00 for $1.50 Savory Roaster.
f 1.75 for the $2.25 all enameled roast
ers.
$2.25 for the $3.00 "Reed" enamelei
roasters.
$1.65 for the $;i.7." "Reed" enameled
Roastors. In large turkey size.
off on all imported Chinaware.
off on all cut glass ware.
off on all Table Linens and Napkins,
off on any sideboard, buffet, serving table and dining table In this
sale for cash only.

Elberfeld says that he injured his
hip last July and played to help Jim
McAleer out of a hole during the remainder of the season. The Kid was
under the care of a physician at the
time, who advised complete rest.
"i suffered intense pain every time
t tried to run," writes the Kid, "but
McAleer said he needed me. in the
lineup, and now I am paying the penalty, as I am still under a doctor's
care, and he informs me that I cannot play ball next summer and that
1 will be lucky if I ever play again."
In addition to an injured hip, it will
be remembered that about that time
the Kid sprained his ankle, which
further handicapped him, and only
his indomitable nerve and pluck carried him through.

and, regardless of the hard floor, the
huskies hare spent hoars in tackling.
Both of the coaches will spend the
remainder of the time before the
great game practicing signals. All
the schools will be on a vacation on
the day of the game and the football
fans are taking a great deal of interest in the game and the prospects
for a record breaking crowd are good.
The game is scheduled to start at
o'clock. The line up of the Hasbeen
team is announced as fpllows: Ettln-ge- r,
L. E.; Lujan, L. T.; Kinney, L.
G.; Evans, C; Young, R. G.; Reed,
R. T.; Blood, R. E.; Clarke, Q. B.;
McGuIre, L. H. B.; Seelinger. R. H.
B.; Webb, F. B. The Normal lineup
and the officials will be announced at
a later date.

RH0DENITE
VARISQTE
CARMAZUL

SAPPHIRES
TOURMALINES
AND OTHER

SEMI-PRECI0U-

STONES

S

FOR MOUNT-

ING IN GOLD OR SILVER

5

LET US SHOW THEM

5

5

TAUPERT

5

15he

MANUFACTURING JEWELER
I

Rosenthal

Opposite
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Y. M. C. A.

CHAS. LEWIS

FOOTBALL GIANTS

TAILOR FOR MEN

READY FOR

Stylish and

Everything Made at Home.

one-thir-

lf

f ia

FIVI

1911.

Now for

MAN TWO DAYS

Makes You Hungry to Look at It
W. F. Stephenson, of El Paso, was
Editor of
McKenzie
Hill,
in
Mrs.
Ias Vegas yesterday from his home Posing as a model citizen Isn't an
Janet
By
Nov.
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
27j Norman on the border.
easy job.
Washington,
little
When company arrives unexpectedly,
Nationals'
the
peppery
Elberfeld
otherthis cream cake often covers an for
re infielder, will play no baseball next
wise embarrassing situation,
dessert
other
of
summer in fact, it looks as though
any
answers the place
as it can be stirred up quickly.
Kid's playing days were over, and
the
K C Cream Cake
can obtain his release from the
if
he
1
sugar;
One-hap
cup butter;
1
cups
beaten
light;
Washington club he hopes to land a
yolks of 2 eggs, level teaspoonfuls
K C
with some minor
sifted flour; 2
cold water; job as manager
Baking Powder; beatencup .
team.
league
dry
whites of 2 eggs,
Shortly after the season closed this
Cream the butter; add the sugar,
volks of eggs and water; then the flour, fall Elberfeld moved his family back
sifted three times with the baking powBake in to his old home in Tennessee and, in
der; lastly the whites of eggs.
a letter which was received the other
these
together
two or three layers; put
the top
with cream filling, and dredge
day, the Kid reveals to the writer a
with confectioner's sugar .
number of facts heretofore unknown
disby the majority of fans in the
aMiW&jMH

27,

I

Phone Main ;

WOMEN'S

JOLLY

General W. D. Syman left yesterday afternoon for Mexico.
Mrs. M. L. Pox armed laat night
from her home In Albuquerque.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
yesterday afternoon from a short business trip to El Paso.
SUPERB MUSICAL PROGRAM AND WILL OCCUR TONIGHT AT THE
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE; A
J. M. ,'McCrady, of Albuquerque, arPLOCDTION WAS FOLLOWED
WONDERFUL STUNT.
rived this afternoon from his home In
BY REFRESHMENTS
the Duke City on business.
taieat crowds were in attendance
D. D. Fell, of Santa Fe, special
Hospitality was dispensed to I
agent for the Cadillac oar, was in Lns number of as Vegas people Satur at the burial of Mike Buko Saturday
I
Vegas yesterday and today on busi- day evening by the YfOBg
Men's !alteinoon at the corner of Sixth ave-Main street at which time
and
nue
ness.
Christian association, the occasion
Dr. Randolph of the Randolph Hp
Mrs. J. H. Stearns left Ijis Vegas
being the annual "open house" of notic troupe placed the
young man
this afternoon for an extended visit that institution. The
guests were j under the influence of
and
hypnotism
with friends and relatives in Kansas welcomed in the
lobby and reading buried him alive. After
introducing
City.
rooms by Secretary A. R. Marwick.
his subject, a young man who has
Colonel M. M. Padgett left yesterPresident George H. Klnkel and oth- beeu in
Vegas some time, to Hie
day afternoon for 8anta Fe on busiers.
In the gymnasium a short but Interested onlookers, Ir.
Randolph
ness, and will return to this city toentertaining program was given by proceeded to make a few remarks
morrow.
was
Las Vegas talent. The program
accompanied by gestures, and, zip!
G. M. Kroh, a Santa Fe official of
as follows: Overture, Normal orches- the boy was asleep. He was then
Raton, arrived last night from the
Conrad: piaced in a wooden coffin a little over
Gate City and was in Las Vegas today tra; Piano solo, Miss Ruth
Piano six feet long, and wide and dee;
Rdading. .Vflss Mlay Rofcs,
on business.
duet enough to allow a circulation of air.
Vocal
Mr.
Thomas
Truder:
solo,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wesner left
Misses
Marie
and
Clements;
Lucy
wrapped in an abundance of bedthis afternoon for Memphis, Tenn.,
and points in Georgia and Florida for Piano solo. Miss Marguerite Cluxton: clothes and lowered Into his grave
Violin solo.
Miss Maurine Harper: where he was scheduled to remain CO
an extended trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kelly left Demonstration of work of physical hours. The box was boarded up witl,
the surface
airshafts running to
yesterday afternoon for Denver and department. Secretary Marwick and
will spend Thanksgiving with their class; Vocal duet, Mrs. R. C. Rankin of the ground at the foot and head to
son, Harry, who is attending school and Mrs. George H. Kinkel; March, allow air to enter the grave.
An electric light was placed at tlie
Normal orchestra.
there.
of the shaft above the boy's fac-- i
foot
T.
H. J. Holley, traveling for George
Following the program Hyron
that
persons might look down the
Tritch Hardware company of Denver, Mills conducted an auction of the
shaft
and see him lying In his grave,
arrived last night from the north and Magazines on file in the association
was in f,as Vegas today visiting the reading rooms. According to the plan a privilege of which people availed
from early mornim; to
trade.
the publications were sold to the themselves
Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward and little higheRt bidders, to be delivered upon late at night Saturday, Sunday imd
The hoy will be awakened from
daughter, Harry Louise, returned this the arrival of the current numbers. today.
afternoon from Albuquerque wtiere Thus each successful bidder will re- his sleep tonight at 8 o'clock at the
house.
Before placing I'nko
they have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. ceive his magazine a week or a opera
in his grave Dr. Randolph, using the
Don VV. Lusk for a week.
month after its publication according power of mental suggestion, informed
W. H. Hahn, ageur lor the Cadil- to whether it
is a weekly or monthly Buko that when he came out of his
lac car with headquarters at AlbuThe
periodical.
magazines brought sleep, his desire to smoke cigarettes
querque, yesterday arrived from the about,
of their original cost. would be gone. The process of restorDuke City to deliver two Cadillac cars
This will enable the Y. M. C. A. to ing Duko to his normal condition w!ll
to purchasers in Las Vegas.
obtain
its publications at a discount be a most Interesting demonstration
Rev. R. O. Lovell arrived yesterday
as well as furnishing good reading of the science of suggestion and it 's
afternoon from his home in Missouri
mem- possible that some sensational deon his way to Tacoma, Wash., stop- cheaply to those who are not
of
The
bers
association.
the
plan velopments may he looked for, before
ping off in Las Vegas for a short visit
with Rev. C. McRyynolds of the Sev- worked so well that It is believed the he will be restored to his normal
magazines will bring much more senses, though of the final awakening
enth Day Adventists church.
there' is no doubt.
Mrs. Bopp, sister of Terry McGov- - when sold next year.
This will be a real hypnotic wefk
were
conducted
The
guests
through
ern, arrived last night from Montana,
for Las Vegas theater goers, as no
where she has been visiting! friends the locker rooms to the brink of the
less than three celebrated hypnotists
and after spending several days in swimming pool and through other
Then they will appear at the Duncan opera
Las Vegas, will continue on her trip parts of the building.
were conducted to the Boys' depart- house. Dr. Randolph, dean of the
to her home in Atlantic, Mo.
American hypnotiists, wi'l be the atThe Ven. Archdeacon W. E. War ment by the Boy Scouts where re
traction at, the theater toniiTo: atd
M.
Y.
ren, of Albuquerque, who occupied freshments were served. The
La Wayne, a young Calitor- Tuesday,
the pulpit of St. Paul's Memorial C. A. has announced that it will be
hold the boards Wednesday
will
nlan,
Episcopal church yesterday, left yes- host at several other social events and Thursday1
nights, and Alhrutus,
terday afternoon tup ittaton where during the winter. Its cheerful! rooms the young
of the hpnotic wyfki
giant
he held services in the evening.
and jolly officers and members make will wind up the week Friday mil Sat-- j
Albert Stern of the Charles Ilfeld it an admirable place for social Inter
diffeitrit
urday nights. All of tn
company went this afternoon to Al course.
and intricacies Qf hypl:.n
'phases
buquerque where he will procure a
will be demonstrated by lho') th'ee
residence. Mr. Stern expects to re$100 Reward, $100.
and spiritual
famous practitioners
move to Albuquerque in a short time
The readers of this paper will be manifestations will add ;o ;.s a' Tacat
there
is
to
learn
comthat
to enter the employ of,the Ilfeld
pleased
one dreaded disease that sci tions of one of the most interesting
pany branch office in that. city. He least
ence
been able to cure in all its weeks theatrically ever witnessed in
has
will take his family to that place as
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's the Meadow City. Randolph's latest
soon as he has secured a location.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure discovery in the psychic line is a
now known to the medical fraternity.
it is
Catarrh beinc a constitutional dis- young girl, a real marvel, who,
wltN
converses
Hie
stated,
treata
actually
constitutional
ease, renulres
ment. Hall's Catarrh CMire is taken spirits of the departed.
A visit to the stage of the opera
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- house
today revealed a number of
tem, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the pa- mysterious looking cabinets thai are
tient strength by building up the con- to be used in the performances of the
stitution and assisting nature in doing company, and the week at the opera
lis work. The proprietors have so house promises to be an exciting one.
much faith in its curative power?
lovv and
that they offer One Hundred Dollar? The prices of admission are
for anv case that it falls to cure Send indications point to a large attend
ance tonight, to witness tho .I'vaken
for list of testimonials
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To ingl of the man who was buried alive
ledo. O
and to see other demonstrations of
IN- VETERAN
Sold hv all Druggists. 75c.
WASHINGTON'S
con
hypnotic power.
Pills
for
Hall's
Take
Family
PROBABLY
HAS
Fl ELDER
stlnation

AFFAIR

measuring-t- he
how

man who knows
and why-- the
man

OPEN RESURRECTION OF

NOVEMBER

FRAY

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
TURKEY DAY BATTLE BETWEEN
NORMALS AND HASBEENS
TO BE STRENUOUS.

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

But two more days remain before
the great Thanksgiving gridiron battle between the Normal team and the
Hasbeens of Greater Las Vegas, and
reports from both camps state that
the teams are in the finest condition.
Captains and coaches of both elevens
are confident of victory. Final arrangements for the sale of tickets
have been made and it has been decided to place the price of admission
at 25 cents. The proceeds of the
game will be divided between the two
teams. The Hasbeens will turn their
share of the gate receipts over to
the treasurer of the Maroons and it
will be used to give the team a start
on the season of 1912.
The Hasbeen team will outweigh
the school boys 20 poupnds to the
man, but the Normal coaches are confident that their style of play will
counteract
this alfference. Since
the disastrous game at Santa Fe with
the New Mexico University a' number
of shifts have been made in the Nor
mal lineup. Gallegos, the Normal's
star end, will be out of the game with
a bad knee. Leonard Hoskins has
been shifted from quarter back to the
end position, Doug. Hoskins is playHayward, the full
ing quarterback.
back, has quit school and McCuIlough,
the center, has been shifted to the
backfield.
Patricio Sena, one of the
tackles, is playing center and Mon-tanformerly of St. Michael's college
has taken his place. McCuIlough has
developed an ability to hoot the ball

Want fid.
habit

i

v.

til

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit tha
will help people to get what they want when
hey want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Phone D)ain 2

Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
PRANK SPRINQER. Vice President

la

'

V"

J

?S
e

X

S t
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ZJ n.

T. HOSKINS. Cashier

LAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from1 small beginnings

great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other,

STERILIZING OVENS

op-tuni- ty

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
T, A. AKERS. Mgr.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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zi. iub rc- official
activity of
the
comng
immigration authoritieB on Ellis
id during the year which ended
ne 30. 1911, has heen Issued and
ents considerable Interesting innation and material for thought.
tie year covered by the report
at the
,632 aliens were inspected

fm

YcrK,

NovemDer

New York. Of
promptly admitted

of

these

605,384

features, recognized her as his sister,
to
whereupon she was permitted
had
the
after
A
few
girl
land.
days
arrived the young man learned that
she was not his sister but a distant
relative and that he had been a made
a tool to procure the admission of
the girl to the United States. He
that
and Ills wife also ascertained
the girl had been shipped across the
ocean on account of her delicate condition and the fear of disgrace. The
young man and his wife made the
girl leave their house, but sent her
to a boarding house and paid her
board for one month. Then they notified Commissioner Williams and
the latter is now making an investi
gation to determine what power he
has under the law in this peculiar
case.

about the sinfulness of Gotham and
its urgent need of religious regeneration. It was probably this bad re
putation of the city which prompted
the clerical conference to arrange for
a series of afternoon meetings at the
Marble Collegiate church, at which
prayers for the moral and religious
welfare of .the city were to be said.
It seems, however, that neither the
ministers of New York nor the
church people of the city consider
At
New York such a sinful place.
the first of the meetings there were
about two hundred ministers present;
at the second only about thirty ministers and a few women and at the
third the attendance was even

the mill and was turned by water
from a pond. The weight of the boy
caused the wheel slowly to turn. In
order to Isfavel himself from being
thrown down to the former bed of
the pond, the boy was compelled to
keep stepping up on each blade of
the wheel as it turned, as if he were
Soon he became exin a tread-mil- l.
For
hausted and called for help.
tunately his cries attracted the attention of a man working in the
neighborhood and he succeeded in
stopping the wheel with a few
planks.

end of the week to begin tho trial
of the five young Italians who aro alleged to have murdered Mrs. Mary
Hall.
The murder of Mrs. Hall, a
bride of but a few weeks, occurred
on November 9 at the woman's home
on the outskirts of Croton Lak.

The Italians are alleged to hae
gone to the house In the belief that
Mrs. Hall was in possession of a considerable sum of money. After ransacking the lower floor and cowing
the servants with revolvers ore br
two of the murderous band ascended
to the upper floor, where Mrs. Hall
was slain In her bed.
Within eight hours after the crime
had been committeed a posse of sheriffs, farmers and laborers employed
on the New York aqueduct had rounded up the five Italians suspected of
the murder. Following the alleged
confession of several of the Italians
the five were indicted four days after
the murder. It is expected that the
trials will be concluded within a
week or ten days, which will establish a new record for speedy justice
in Westchester county.
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The Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

New Mexico

NEW YORK

INTEREST?

New Mexico

Hi

ser-list-

ress' flour

the answer to
every Baking Problem.
It's Finer -- Whiter
and More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous
5

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.j

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
RETAIL PRICES

s,

Con-naug-

GERMAN-MILLE- D

Mors, Eaeh Delivery
Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,006 lbs., Eaeh Dsllvery
60 Ibe, to 200 Ibe, Eaeh Dsllvsry
Lou Than 50 lbs., Eaeh Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1.000

lbs. to

t00t lbs, Eaeh

AG

U A

pr

20o
10f id.
tBo per 1M Ibe

Me per 100 Ibe.
40e per 100 Ibe.
Mo per 1M lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

after-effect-

M

emi-rate-

d

WHOLESALERS OF

CLOTHING. DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
SHOES, HATS end CAPS
LAS VEGAS, N. M.

cents, an adrai,
output 641,800 jwunda.
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.
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LOCAL NEWS

OUR NEW

Bismark Brand Sauer Kraut
Will Plea.se You

UN

See Bacharach's line of new toys.
Always get tbe best
barber shop.
RED

BLOOD Albumen makes

hens lay.

B

New Dill Pickles

1

tb

Fried chicken for dinner tomorrow

The Famous Bismark Bra.nd

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

always clean.

1

MEDIUM

Bt

R. B. Schoonmaker it local agent
for the Northewestem Mutual Life Insurance company.

are aJso

ml
of

th

your

Schaefer's.

at the White Kitchen, the place that's

DM

tb

Nolette'i

mt

LARGE

15c doz.

LARGE
FANCY

20c doz.

Meals 25c.

A beautiful handpainted calendar
will be given with every Job of cleaning and pressing, amounting to $1 5C

or over. Parisian Dry Cleaners.

k
li

IKE DAVIS

I
V

a
c

(

An Announcement

To The

Ladies of Las Vegas
The Ladies Guild of the Episcopal Church wish to

announce their regular yearly

Sale and Prize Bread and Cake
Baking Contest
to be held

December 5, 1911
at the Coors Building
This contest is open to all the ladies of the city and
will be governed by the following conditions: The entries
must all be made from Our Pride Flour, sold at the Las
Vegas Roller Mills at $1.40 per 50 pound sack; and
judged by a committee of three, selected by the Guild.
The prizes are $5.00 in gold, first prize, and 50
pounds Our Pride Flour, second prize for the best cake,
and $5.00 gold, first( and 50 pounds Our Pride Flour,
second, for best loaf of bread.

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Bran

Shorts
i

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's
Memorial Episcopal church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clocK
with Mrs. E. W. Hart, 1102 Eighth
i
street.
Ted Hayward, formerly sewer inspector, has entered the employ of
the state and Is In charge of the commissary department of the convict
camp under W. R.
Smythe, good
roads engineer.
Mrs. D. Clark, who, in company with
her three children, was on her way
from her home In Mogollon, a mining
camp near Silver Sity, to New York,
was taken seriously 111 yesterday on
train No. 10 near Las Vesas and was
removed to the Las Vegas hospital
where she received treatment.
Mrs.

Clark's condition was satisfactory
today and kshe will soon be aDie to
continue her trip eastward.
Dr. W. H. Houf wishes to announce
office at
Grand avenue for the practice of
medicine In all of its branches. Especial attention is given to the eye,

that he has opened an

ear, nose and throat and the fitting
of glasses. Office phone Main 46,
residence, Vegas 342. Office hours
0 to 12 m 2 to 4 p. m. and by appointment. Calls answered day or
night.
12-9- t.

A large gang of carpenters was at
work changing the Kor of the Photoplay theater today in preparation for
the new opera chafrs, which have
been received by the management of
the theater. In making the change
the angle of the floor will be increased, which will not only increase
the seating capacity of the show
house but make all the seats equally
good. It was, however, impossible to
make the change in the floor and install the seats in one day, but the
new seats will be put in place tomor-rom- .
The theater will be open for
business tonight, as usual.

WE HAVE

(home
Turkey
dressed)
Chickens

grown

and

Cheese Fresh Nuts
Walnuts
Camembert
Brie
Almonds
Brazil
Pimento
Walnut
Filberts
Peanut
Pecans
Peanuts
Lunch
Brick
Chestnuts
Cocoanuts
Swiss, Edam
Roquefort
Pop Corn
Fancy Raisins
Dates
Figs
Plum Pudding
Fruit Cake
Candies
and

Vege-

tables.

H.
PURE

Stearns

THINGS

TO

EAT

WANTED

at this

dean cotton rags
Large,
office, 5c a pound.

Bach-arach'-

PROSPERITY

Money Saved

Your washwoman costs you $1,

ft

49c

49c
49c

49c

GREENBERGER'S

At

Shirts worth 75c, $1.00, $1.25 and
$1.50 all go at

49c

MR.. MERCHANT
let us install an

&

trie Sign

Elec-L'-

V

front of
your place of business

V

In

We furnish the sign
on a

flat rate.

Ask

those who have them;

fl

.

U

.

...Ill

A.

pays

LAS VEGAS LIGHT

t$L

POWER. CO.

A Thanksgiving

Dining Car Dinner
For 100 or more guests
is prepared in the kitchen here shown. . :

CORN
BRAN
CHOP
and all kinus of Grain,
Hay and Alfalfa

You can save yourself one-ha- lf
of the work on your

Thanksgiving Dinner if you
have a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet
Let us show you,
THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
Like a Compact Dining Car
Kitchen Save Foot-Ste-

-j

itM

na

q

blueing, coal costs 75c more,
this is 1.75 a week. We do

J.

C.

Johnsen & Son
Local Agents

tnr

in m m m m

mm

Mmri

WW'" -- mmn

her dinner, your soap, starch,

Regensberg Bros.

MMi&m
Jm

IriatziiiMJgr

Phone Mali- - 112

the work better for less money.
Here are some of our low
prices:

Sheets,

4c;

the driver.

Thanksgiving
GOODIES
California

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

25c for a five foot string
And the quality is better than ever.

PERRY ONION & SON

irn

the world's a stage
We operate the wires

All

pillow

cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call at up, or ask

again to the beautiful decorative effects that may be secured by the use of SMIL AX. The price is so low that
you can afford to use plenty of it.

Strctt

ffff

49c

Fexy-wood-

We Want to Call Your Attention

Siwtb

Saturday and Monday

h

Head

Lettuce.
Cauliflower, Gren and Wax
Fresh
Beans,
Tomatoes,
Fruit,
Oranges,
Grape
Bananas.
EVERYGrapes,

THING THE

MARKET

ACFORDS.

Our Turkeys

507

SPECIAL SHIRT
SALE

s

Telo-grap-

For You

Fancy

27, 1911.

If you want your hens to lay feed
Dolls with real curly hair, charac
them Red Blood Albumen. Schaefer's. ter indestructible dolls of all kinds-o- ver
660 here. Bacharach Bros.
Santa Claus' headquarters
this
year will be on second floor at
W. S. Jacobs left this afternoon
for Ribera where be will enter the
employ of the Topeka Mica Mining
Fried chicken for dinner tomorrow company.
at the White Kitchen, the place that's
A marriage licence was issued Satalways clean. Meals 25c.
urday afternoon at the court house to
Arrangements have been made to Paciflca B. Garcia, aged 36, and Cleo-femove (he office of the Postal
Gallegos, aged 24. Both are resicompany from Center street dents of Las Vegas.
to the Olney block on Douglas avenue. Several changes are now being
Iate Saturday afternoon Judge
made in the room and the decorators Clarence J. Roberts excused the
are at work refinishing the place. J. grand jury until December 11 at
H. Johnson, general foreman of the which date he expects to return o
Postal Telegraph company of Den- Las Vegas to flnisn the business of
ver arrived this afternoon and will the November term of the district
superintendent the changing of tho court.
cables to the new location. The office
will be equipped with new furnishings
Mrs. Rotnula Oarcia, the woman
and apparatus and George Smith, the who was stricken with paralysis in
local agent, stated this morning that the halls of the county court house
he expected to be in the new) offloe Friday afternoon, died some time afby the first of December.
ter her illness began. The woman had
been before the grand jury to testify
Elmer Fowler, mechanic for the against
her husband, who was
Whalen garage, drove in yesterday charged with
She was
from Albuquerque In one of the new advanced in years.
model Overland "30V which he delivered to William Whalen, agent for
SERIOUS FIRES RESULT
the Overland car in Las Vegas. This
From dry leaves and weeds!
new car is of the latest i9l2 model,
Have them raked up and carted
five passenger, foredoor touring car.
away;
It is equipped with the right hand Urge your neighbors to do likewise.
drive and center control which is now
Get your fire insurance from
in use in many of the best cars in
CUTLER BROTHERS
the country. The equipment of t
614 Lincoln
Tel. Main 124,
car is complete in every detail, speedometer, wind shield, top, and the latest lamps. The finish or this modal
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
is the! Overland blue, which is dark.
The car has a 106 inch wheel base FOR RENT
Modern flat, Inquire
and is powerful and well suited to the
Doll's Store.
uses of this country. Mr. Whalen intends to use; the car for demonstra- LOST Brindle bull pup, has collar
tion purposes.
with finger ring on, ears trimmed,
liberel reward. Return to S21
Eighth street.
The two big Cadillac touring cars,
one for Dan Stern and the other for
Herman Ilfeld, arrived in Las Vegas
Saturday night and were unloaded
yesterday by Special Agent D. D. Fell
of Santa Fe and the Cadillac agent
for New Mexico, W. H. Hahn. The
cars have been turned over to the
Will meet you half way, if you reowners. These Cadillacs are of the
inforce your energies at
latest 1912 models, foredoor touring
car equipment with a four cylinder 40
horse power motor. These models
FAYWOOD
are fitted with the patent self starting device, electric lights, an autoHOT SPRINGS
matic tire pump, wind shields, speedometer, a guage for registering the
It cures, and you remain cured,
amount of gasoline in the tank, a
we
know, and you will if you try It.
a
top, and
number or bther little apConceded the greatest kidney
pliances that add to the convenience
water on earth.
and finish of a car. The Cadillac this
Why not visit Faywood Hot
season has a wheel base of 116 inches
Springs
first, since you will eventuand is fitted with 36x4
inch tires.
ally go there anyway?
The clearance is 12 Inches, which
Large, modern hotel. Perfect
will clear high centers in the road at
Climate. Booklet
all times. The finish of the cars s
T4 C. McD.rmott, "The
.''
royal blue with nickel and black trimmings. Mr. Hahn also unloaded anFaywood. N. M.
other car of the same model which
will be delivered to a purchaser in the
southern part of the state.

Seal Shipt Oysters

The Graaf A Hay ward Co.

Spinach, Cauliflower,, fresh Beans, Colorado and New Mexico
Celery. Head Lettuce, fresh Tomatoes, Celery Root, Onions,
Radishes, Cucumbers. In bakery goods Fine Fruit Cake, Plum
Pudding, "R and R's." Also our regular line of Cakes, Cooties, Bread, etc.
Call at the Co's. store and be convinced that you can do
better in '"Price," "Assortment" and "Quality" in all lines of
eatables than anywhere else in Vegas.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

For Thanksgiving

All fresh Fruits

In the Graaf & Hay ward Co. Market we will have for
Thanksgiving some very fancy young Turkeys, Ducks, Geese,
Chickens, Rabbits, a nice assortment of Beef, Mutton, Pork,
Veal and Sausages of all kinds, Fish, Oysters, Mince Meat,
Dill, Sweet and Sour Pickles, Kraut, etc.
In the Grocery you will find Nuts of all kinds, Figs, Dates,
Table Raisins, Grapes, Almeria, Tokay, Emperors, Navel
Oranges Grape Fruit, a fine assortment of Apples for eating
and cooking, Fresh Strawberries and Bananas. In vegetables

tf

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

are dry picked, head and feet
off, fresh from the Kansas
farms.
No Gold Storage Stock
The Supply Is Limited

ORDER EARLY

BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

i

Reasonable Rates

p

fin

Good Service

The Mountain States Tel. and Tel. Co.
NOTICE

TO

TAX

PAYERS

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become
delinquent on
December 1st, 1911, and If not paid
before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
of five per cent will be imposed.
The second half of taxes of A. D.
1911, will become delinquent on June
1st, 191J and if not paid before July
1st, 1312, a penalty of rive per cent
will be imposed on all taxes of that
year that may be delinquent on Julv

and publication as delinquent mad
and consequent sale, as required by

law.

Dated at Las
ber 14, 1911.

Veas,
'

ETJQENIO

N. M., NovemROMERO,

Treasurer and Collector, San Mlgael
County, N. M.
Nov. 15 to 30 inc.

For pains in the side or chest
dampen a piece of flannel with ChamImmediately after taxes become berlain's Liniment and bind it on over
seat of pain. There is nothing
delinquent, penalties will be imposed the
better. For sale by all drugists.
1, 1911
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